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P R IN T IN G I N CO LO R S A N D B R O N Z IN O
w ill receive prompt attention.

sparkling water by the door for the con both were evidently in expectation of be evening. The shop was closed and Mrs.
o f th e Justices ol- the Su In neither case did the Senate or House
venience of the poor panting dogs, for ing allowed some little frolic with the dog. Gray had gone out after seeing the chil £ arm , t o t a ^ g t o m e . Opinion
prem e Court.
itself act upon the question of their mem
which Dandy has been grateful more than
“ Come in, my dears—come in,” exclaim dren in bed, Broughton felt that the hour
once. It is a music warehouse on a small ed Mr. Broughton; “ Dandy will be most was come, and ringing his bell, asked the
The following are the questions submit- bership. Both the Senate and House,
servant
who
answered
it
if
Miss
Croft
were
scale; hut where they also sell fire orna- happy to see you, and will show you some
For S a le, or To L e t !
In o and Uuo.
B
Z ^ " p
ted to the Justices of the Supreme Judicial “ meaning the bodies assembled to be or
relating
at home and disengaged.
!luting to Farm , Garden or Household management '
r
ganized as such.” were deburred from any
! ments and ladies’ Berlin work and so on.
of his accomplishments, if you like.”
Ino nnd Uno are two little boys
readers interested in such matters, j Court and the ttnswcrs thereto:
action thereon by tho conduct of the pre
“ Yes, sir,” answered the maid; “ she is are invited from
:
1 know the shop,” interrupted Mrs.
Though a little shy at first with the
CROCKETT PO IN T, RockW ho are always ready to fight,
—■
|
Bangor, Jan. 16, 1880.
siding Secretary and Clerk. The assump
o f the best and most desirable priviI Woodford: “ it is kept by a widow and her ‘ strange gentleman,” whom they had been all alone in the parlor.”
for tin
ifacture and shipment of lime in this
Because each will boast
tion ofsuch officers that no questions should
“
Then
he
so
good
as
to
givo
her
my
card,
■
maiden
sister,
who
seems
very
superior
taught
in
a
vague
sort
of
way
to
reverence
The
undersigned
Justices
of
the
Supreme
• Kiln is in good order, with a tight shed and
Chopped or Cut Feed.
T hat he knows the most.
and for whose comfort they were told to; and ask if I may wait upon her.”
>w ry thing to rt adtoi-»* for operation. It is easy of
i people.”
Judicial Court have the Honor to snbmit be entertained relative to the rights of per
And the other one cannot be right.
iccet-s and ffir w harf has a good and sufficient depth
sons whose names are not upon the rolls
refrain
from
noise,
the
shyness
soon
wore’
But
Mr.
Bioughton
followed
the
servant
,
“
Oh,
I
atu
glad
you
know
the
place,”
the
following
answers
to
the
interrogatories
The
veterinary
surgeon
who
writes
for
j
»l water, and is a safe place to lie at in rough weather,
Ino and Uno went into the woods,
i continued Mr. Broughton. “ Well, this oft', when they found that Dandy’s master down stairs, and was ready to avail bim- the Ohio Fanner gives his views on cut propounded and based upon the accom furnished by the Secretary of State, but
•'or terms and further particulars, apply to the subwho were claimants of seats, was unwar
Quite certain of know the w ay;
afternoon as usual I watted, looking in at was as willing to be their playmate as self of the permission given, in a minute. feed as annexed: “ I have always been panying statement of facts.
JO H N W . HUNT.
“ I am right! You are wrong! ”
! the shop window, while Dandy quenched Dandy himself. For their delectation the i The servant thinking it her duty, lighted opposed to chop or cut feed of any kind:
Rockland, Nov. 5,1879.
49
Qnes. 1. Have the Governor and Coun rantable. The statute of 1869, embodied
They said, going along.
his thirst, and wishing I could decide on dog went through his most admired tricks; the gas before leaving the room; hut she that is, as commonly used and understood cil a right, under the constitution, to sum in the revised statutes, chap. 2, sec. 25 can
And they didn't get out till next da y !
I something to purchase, by way of liquida he jumped over a stick, he allowed of mimic l°ft it burning low, so that the lingering by the public generally. Invariably this mon a person to attend and Lake a seat in not preclude cither the Senate or House
ting my dog’s debt, when I observed a shooting and acting the dead dog, he beg- daylight prevailed over it. Though the character of food is usually moistened, more the Senate or House o f Representatives, from amending and completing the rolls of
Ino and Uno rose up with the lark,
• card which intimated there were apart ed for a piece of bread, but could not be I reception room was only a little parlor be- or less, according to fancy and theory for who by tho ofticial returns, under the decis membership according to the facts.
To angle awhile in the brook,
Each house has the constitutional right
ments to let. There were directions to induced to cat it till assured it was paid for. hind a shop, there was an air of refinement its beneficial results. For my own satisfac ion of the court, does not appear to be elect
But by contrary signs
knock at the private door; but seeing me Moreover, he howled a note in unison with about its appointments, and the outlook in tion, a few years ago, I visited many stables ed. but defeated or not voted for; or would to organize itself. The form ’provided for
They betangled tt* !r lines,
linger on the spot longer than usual. Dan one his master played on the violin; but to a mere yard was masked by a balcony in Chicago, Philadelphia, and New York, such summons be merely void as exceed aid and convenience in effecting the organ
A nd brought nothing home to the cook!
dy had entered the shop, and when I fol probably without meaning to imply ad full of blooming and odorous .plants. The Iand made special inquiries as to how they ing the power of the Governor and Coun ization does not confer upon a temporarily
Ino and Uno went out on the lake.
presiding officer such conclusive power.
lowed to look after him, I saw him planted miration of the latter performance.
door which led into the shop remained open, fcllt aU(j about thc generRi health of their cil under the constitution?
A nd oh, they got dreadfully wet 1
We have not failed to carefully consider the
firmly near an inner door, and accepting
A less keen observer than a fond and probably for the sake of air; but to such a ;8tock j fOUnd ono stable in Chicago that
Ans. An election has been had by the
W hile discussion prevailed
the caresses of a little girl of about seven widowed mother was likely to be, might, passionate lover of music as the visitor was, ( had sixty head of horses, and the stable had electors of this Srate. The rights of the act of 1869, chap. 67. incorporated into the
They carelessly sailed,
revised statutes, chap. 2, chap. 25; and so
years
old
as
if,he
had
known
her
alibis
life.
if
contemplating
this
little
scene,
have
felt
the
sight
of
two
or
three
pianos
and
a
harp
,
been
run
by
the
same
party
for
eight
years,
V E R Y B E S T P L A C E TO B U Y
several
persons
voted
for,
depend
upon
the
And the boat they were in was upset!
I made inquiries about the apartments, and pretty sure that fond as Richard Brough and guitar was rather suggestive of delight 1daring which time they had not fed one votes east. The result should he truly de far ns it declares that “ No person shall bo
Though each is entitled opinions to have,
found they consisted of the first floor, a ton was of his dog, it had not exhausted all ful ideas than anything else.
; pound of hay,and not one pound of ground termined in accordance with the constitu allowed to vote or take part in the organiza
I K O N & S T E E L , Chains and Anchors,
T hey need not be foolishly strong:
nice bedroom, and pleasant sitting room ; his capacity for loving. By people who
Alice had risen from her chair, and ad- (feetj of any kind except coarse wheat bran tion ami laws of the State. It was tho duty tion of either branch of the legislature as a
B L A C K S M IT H S ’ Stock and Tools,
And to quarrel and fight
attendance with good cooking guaranteed, have never had their hearts
rts thrill to the i vanced with outstretched hand to meet her | The
feed consisted
consisted of
o f wheat,
w h e a t oat
nnt. and
n n d rye
rv< of the Governor and Council thus to de
The feed
Over w hat we think right,
and no other lodgers taken. Of course I mystery of canine attachment he had often ! guest; but she did not seem able to find a straw, whichever the market afforded most clare it. Any declaration of the vote not
C O R D A G E and Ship Chandlery,
Is, lot/ knoic, and I know, quite wrong!
tuie in winch lie claims to act,” we th"nk is
went tip stairs to look at the rooms. been ridiculed for the intensity of his affec- word of greeting.
favorably. Of this they had all they want thus ascertained and declared is unautbor d X V X T ^ L° the S t a t i o n which
— S t. Nicholas.
C A R R IA G E B U I L D E R S ’ Supplies,
Dandy leading the way with the canine tion for Dandy, and when bespoke of a
“ Alice!” exclaimed Mr. Broughton, “if ed, and were bedded with the same. They ized and void.
declares
that each house shall be of
theiJjudge
gravity which you remarked in him the “ (log’s love ” as being the only ideal of I may still call you so. do I seem like one fed oats morning and noon, and bran at
C A R R I A G E Trimmers* and Painters* Goods,
own
The Governor and Council examined the rnemLm ?? •"n‘'
other day. He jumped on a chair to look his life that had ever been fully realized, i risen from the dead?”
Courage, F a in t H eart.
night. There was not a horse in that stabl< returns and undertook to declare thc re
S H I P Spikes, Oakum, Paints,
‘ Oh no,” she replied; “ I never thought hut had the general appearance of good sult as appeared by the returns. Various e r t »k h i„ T
out of the window, and then on the sofa, as few persons understood him. But Mrs.
‘° -contrn' the ''ction of
F I S H E R M E N S ’ Fittings,
you
were
dead.”
B
u
t
as
she
spoke
there
if
to
examine
the
softness
of
the
cushions,
Gray saw at a glance that he had a natural
a fn
.constitutional powers, till
“ Dear God, I am so weary of it all,
health, and there was not a case of colie in questions involving the true construction after
arte, a fulland
organization
a majority
O U A R R Y M E N ’S Stock and Tools, Pow der, etc.,
and finally gave a little yelp, which was love for children, and probably for all help was a faltering to her voice which showed tho stable for six years, nor one that became of the constitution and statutes relating termined
I fain would rest me for a little space;
fixed by with
the G
o ^ o Z a nde
d
only half a bark, and which seemed to say less creatures, and considering all the cir that she was agitated.
Is there no great rock where the shadows fall,
N A IL S , G L A SS, Raper, Paints,
stiffened from overdriving on the road. thereto arose, and thc Governor, hv virtue
T hat I may cast me down and hide my face ?
By this time both were seated, though a Both oats -and bran were always fed dry. of his constitutional prerogative, called up
•‘ Master, this will do: here we are quite cumstances of her household, she thought
G U N S, R E V O L V E R S , Cartridges, etc.,
little way apart. Mr. Broughton drew his The logic of this is all in a nutshell. The on this court for its opinion upon the ques me” ynoteinn?tiun- KT t,ng ccrtific»tes to
at home.” Even the mistress of the house herself most fortunate in her lodger.
I work and strive, sore burderned and afraid,
Mrs. Gray, laughed at the evident con
G A L V A N IZ E D 8pikes, Nails, Blocks, Row-Locks
n1,t ':,r'n?r t° be elcctof- °» refos.
It is astonishing how soon pleasant habits chair nearer and said softly: “ Alice, I horse returning to his stable heated up from propounded. By thc provisions of the con i Z to
The rood is flinty and the way is long.
tentment of the dog. But what charmed may be formed. Before the next week had j come to ask you if it is too late to mend our his drive, is not injured by giving him a peek stitution the court was required to expound elected 7h nt Cert,fic,,tes ,o men clearly
Hoop Iron, etc.,
A nd the weak staff whereby my steps are stayed
me was there was no rebuke for my poor passed it became quite the custom of the j broken chain? ”
9
Bends like a reed when bitter winds are strong.
of dry bran to eat. You can readily con and construe the provisions of the consti a m ,ior I n' !‘V °.ns‘'t" ,e -»ch honse with
C A R P E T W E A V E R S ’ Twine and W arp,
Dandy’s jumping on the furniture; and re children to come into Mr. Broughton’s ' “ But you are married; I heard that long ceive the expense attending this mode of tution and statutes involved. It gave full s t S i i in " “T ° W" r""-[«ses. thus
1 shrink in terror from the endless task,
membering besides the howl of water, I room at least once a day, ostensibly to play ago,” exclaimed Alice with dignity. “You feeding; it will save thirty per cent. When answers to those questions. The opinion w ill
P
overthrowing the popular
S A IL O R S ’ Oil Clothes, Hats and Bedding,
I look with horror on the barren land,
viU. as honestly expressed by the ballot
felt inclined to believe that Dandy would with Dandy; hut also they brought their have no right to allude to the past.”
buy of millers and feed-men, ground, of the court was thus obtained in one of I he doclnnc o f that act gives to the execnG R O C E R IE S , Sugar, Pork, Beef, Molasses and
A nd ask, as only hopeless hearts can ask.
“ I have been a widower these two years,” you
be more than welcome in the house. Ac toys to show to Dandy’s master, and chat
it is invariably composed of refuse grain, the modes provided in the constitution for
The meaning of ray duys to understand!”
Flour,
f<th‘rim<:nit ’he
t0 'roh the Peo
cordingly it was with a good hope that I in tered away, as bright, eager, fresh-hearted wrs the rejoinder.
sweeping, etc. This stuff is an authoritative determination of “ Impor nleeo<
ple
o f the legislature they have^chosen
mid
The explanation which followed need not screenings,
—A T—
timated that my dog was my constant com children are pretty sure to do. with those
force
o s e n . and
packed off on the poor dumb brtife to eat. tant questions of law.”
“ W earyI” and who is not
panion, and that I trusted his presence whom, by some subtle instinct, they at once be described in detail.
The law thus determined is thc conclu
Then, when mixed with second fine mid
That bears lilt’s burdens faithfully! Trudge yet
E '
r . ' 30^ theV<-ry fonntein of legis
would not be objectionable.”
recognize ns friends. Dandy’s canine pre
2 0 5 M a in S tre e t,
sive
guide
of
the
Governor
and
Council
in
dlings
(which
is
worth
very
little
so
far
as
lation and tends to corrupt the legislative
A little longer. W hen your sun has set
“ O sir,” said the widow, “ we have on- j decessor in the house, the much lamented
any nutriment is concerned) put upon the the performance of their ministerial duties.
You will have reached the spot
ly lost a dear old dog within these three I Topsy. was a frequent subject of conversa had separated the lovers; and when Alice cut straw and thoroughly moistened with Any action on their part in determining a d S ^ h ’hi114 ° f the So^emment. It strikes
H. H . C R IE & C O .
W here you may rest.
heart of
months; and for our own jx>or pet’s sake— tion. Iler accomplishments were described, Croft believed that she was forsaken, a se- water, a horse would have to eat three* the vote as it appears by thc returns in vis- X death
Z V blow
w k atr,ethe
,n,'erS.,i,t3
fo npopular
^ a tio n T<mv„d
if for nothing else—we should he kind to a though admitted to be fewer than Dandv’s. . vere illness ensued; after her recovery from fourths of a bushel of this abominable stuff lation of the provision of the constitution
•‘ A fraid?” A fraid of what?
dog. As for my children, I believe they and her death and burial dwelt on with , which it was found that her voice was seri- to supply the place and nutriment of font- and la vs, thus declared, is a usurpation of r,re.it bulwark, the will of the Deoole n<»
W hat does earth hold thut can compare
take after their aunt: and my sister dotes some pathos.
W ith G od’s omnipotence? T rust to .IIis care,
And one daylittle Ally came •ously impaired. Instead of resting it for a quarts of good oats. Phis often subjects authority, and must he held void. It only expressed by the ballot, a farce. Each
upon dogs.”
Make faith in Him your staff—
into the roomhugging a thick photograph time, she was tempted by the exigencies the poor animal to distress of the stomach remains to apply those principles to the vftheth lS thU Sime P° wer' •',nrt is charged
p . he S:‘me d?ty lo ^ecl'G-e the election
“ Ah, it jras the maiden sister. I ifare- ilhum
her.........
arms. She had brought i t ! of her profession to overstrain it; the re- fr
I t will not bend.
”---- in ‘....
gastric derangement produced by subjects embraced in the questions pro f i s ow n members, and organize in anv
1say, who was the mistress of the lamented for the express purpose of showinj poor suit being such a deterioration in its quality , damaged
grain, which readily ferments as pounded. The Governor and Council have
Poor soul! And don’t yon know
dog.” exclaimed Mrs. Woodford. “ I Topsy’s likeness.
that it was no longer powerful and certain soon as moistened. Horses that are troub- no right to summon a person to attend and
W ithout the work and strife, and weary days.
have some recollection of seeing a very
Topsy had been photographed a number enough for the concert-room. Then fo l-, led with chronic cough, if fed upon straw, take his seat in the Senate or House of Rep
You would not long for rest? These are God’s ways
old black retriever in the shop.”
of times; once cosily curled up on a mat; lowed many years of arduous labor as a good clean-oats, and coarse wheat bran, resentatives, who by the returns before them
1,065 thC Same "''O aPP'y when
T hat will win you from the life below
! “ No doubt it was the same. I under once occupying an easy chair, with some teacher of music; during which time her dry, thrive well. I t is the food for the horse was not voted for or being voted for was men ?
summoned appears by th e re 
Up to His rest.
stand the sister gives music lessons; though thing of the dignity of a judge; another mother’s death and the death of other mem- for any pqrpose. The process of mastieat- defeated.
turn., to be elected only because of some er
“ You sh rin k !” O, coward he a rt!
D E A L E R IN
at present she is taking a little holiday, time as a conspicuous member of a group, bers of the family reduced the little circle, ing dry food keeps the organs of secretion
i o t sum™ ni1 a ” ° [ initial of lhe candidate
To
summon
one
for
whom
no
votes-had
You’ve but a day’s work in a day to do,
staying at the seaside with friends. There and lastly by the side of a lady who had till at last her youngest and widowed sister in a healthy action. The use of roots in been cast would be a deliberate violation of ■dde bv G °"‘’’’'I Whnn S,nch error“ correctC o a l, W o o d , H a y , C e m e n t ,
T he meaning of the days you'll sometime know ;
is another advantage in these lodgings,” her hand on his head.
Mrs. Gray was the only one left.
this season, also grass or any succulent official duty. To summon thoso whom the in d the nffi " ni“ 'r the decision of the conrt.
Your task lies w ith each part—
S a n d , H a i r , e t c ., e tc .
continued Mr. Broughton; “ the house be
reCOn' state3 the
and
And who is the lady ? ” inquired Mr. I Six weeks after the reunion just described, food, is proper, hut when you grind up :i returns show were not elected would be iniii
To do it well.
ing a music warehouse, and one of the Broughton, trying to speak with a calm -! aa quiet bntwell-omoncd
—11 — — wedding ,—i.~i—
— - or -•
.
took place, 1lot -ofr -’------damaged1 grain,
the so-called chop,
equally such violation. Either would be initials correctly under the facts of the Lin
•• Hopeless?” A nd Heaven remains?
family evidently musical, I an. in hopes ness he did not feel. “ I t does not look like in which Richard Broughton and Alice moistened, to overtax tile gastric juice of intruders without right into a legislative coln senatorial[district, and the representa
A F u ll S u p p ly o f E g g B r o k e n ,
I see. You are not willing to be led.
they will not object to my violin practising your mother.”
Croft were tho principal actors. Mean- the stomach for its digestion (which causes body. The summons thus given would he tive districts of Exeter. Newcastle, Gonldsa n d S to v e , c o n s t a n t l y
You would know why and where you go, and dread any more than to Dandy for an inmate.
“ O no ! Why, it is auntie !” exclaimed while, the bridegroom and bride elect, liv- derangement of various kinds), it is all lin  void as in excess of any powers coufcrred horo. \\ eston and Robbinston, as recited in '
on hand.
T he trackless, barren plains
What I want now is comfort, to enjoy my little Ally in a tone which implied wonder ing under the same roof, bad abundant op- proper. Timothy hay ami coarse wheat by the constitution. Grant this power, and the statement herewith submitted, or when
T h a t lie beyond.
self after my own fashion, and opportuni that he could for a moment have taken it portnnitiesof riveting the “ broken chain ” bran will keep a horse in fine condition, the right of the people to elect their officers he member summoned appears by the re
O F F I C E , 3 7 8 M a in S t., F o o t o f P le a s a n t.
ty of doing some little good in the world,, for Mrs. Gray.
turns to lie elected only by rejectin'" the re
Your weariness shows just
to which allusion has been made; while with moderate exercise.”
is at an end.
when what seems to me the fitting occasion
turns of one town because unsigned by the
“ Then Topsy was fond of auntie, and Dandy, no longer confined to one apartT he measure of the help you need. T he way
------------------------- —
Ques. 2, Have the holders of any such tow n clerk, though .a duly attested copv o f
T h a t’s hidden, the point at which your steps m I I offers. Five years more at the Antipodes auntie was fond of Topsy, I suppose ? ’’said ment, now ran about the house, as if i>er
summons a right to take a part in the or the record of said town is seasonably of
and I might have come home a richer m an; Mr. Broughton, wishing to discover ail he petually engaged in taking messages from
stay,
A gricultural Notes.
ganization or subsequent proceedings of fered as a substitute and rejected nnder the
God’s care begins, ^ o trust
hut perhaps in that time health would have could about this auntie.
ono person to another. Mr. and Mrs.
T. .
either House to the exclusion of the mem facts as recited in tho statement of the
A nd he will lead.
been shattered by over-toil, and I should
The little girl nodded her way of reply, Woodford, early apprised of all that was
II. » estimated that the wheat crop of the
— Springfield Republican
have been less able even than now to turn and then she said : “ Auntie did cry so going on. had made the acquaintance of wovld this year will be about l,o40,000,000 bers rightfully elected, as shown by said Lebanon district?
returns, under the decision of the court or
into new grooves of life and resume habits wher^Topsy died. She was auntie’s own Miss Croft and her sister, and being fond of bUs e s*
Ans. In the answers of January 3, 1880.
.
___
.................
—AND—
does____
such_________
right rest ...
in ..........
said last
named
of culture. As it is, my means are ample doggy.”
children, had frequently had the little Grays
J. Holmes, M. F. says: “ England is the ( member, to the exclusion of the member this court held that in cases like these stated
for all I am likely to want. With books
in this question, it is the duty of the Gov
“ And did you cry ? ” asked Mr. Brough at their house. Mr. Woodford even con- only country in which, for the most part, summoned from the same district ?
and music and Dandy, I expect to
ton.
sented to give thc bride away, and his two the land is owned by one man, farmed by j Qnes. 3. If summonses were issued un- ernor and Council to hear evidence and de
— I capitally. Besides I mean to ceme and sec
Another nod of the head; but the child young (laughters, were the bridesmaids, the second and tilled by a third.
j (jer the facts recited in the statement here- termine whether the record or return is
you pretty often.”
exclaimed : “ Not ^o much as auntie— But as Broughton said, his cousin Maggie | That plants in living rooms are injurious with submitted to Lewis Voter of Fartn- coirect. and if they determine the record to
“ Indeed 1 hope you will,” ejaculated auntie cried till her eyes were quite red.”
r
receive il- 0«" » 'In’l certified
was always a “ trump,” and her husband (js an idea about exploded. The amount of i ington district, Daniel Snow of Skowhegan enne°1T
husband and wife together.
“ And is this portrait very like auntie ? ” seemed worthy of her.
, carbonic acid they can throw oft’is so small Alfred Cushman of Ashland, James O. copy of it to correct the return, as is pro“ If we come too often, they must turn asked Mr. Broughton.
It was the evening before the wedding, that injury from it is impossible. The i White of Jay, Leonard II. Beal of Lisbon, ided in chap. 212 of the acts of 1877. But
AN ENGLISH STORY.
: and Retail Dealers in
us out—must they not. Dandy?” said Mr.
1
such
case
they
are required to determine
“ Yes; but she never wears such sleeves
Broughton, speaking to and petting his dog; as those now. I’ll show you her new pho- The whole family had been visiting the plants suffer in living rooms, but the people ’ Osgood N. Bradbury of Stoneham, George an issue of fact whether the record or re
I W. Johnson, of New Sharon, Lincoln II. turn is correct. And so far as their notion
Mr. and Mrs. Woodford were enjoying a and then he added, turning to his ccusin; tag raph ” and the little fingers rapidly Wood fords, and it was evident that little j 0 not.
Corn, F lou r. M eal, Oats
confidential matrimonial chat over their “ By-the-by, I ventured to give yon as a turned over leaves and found a likeness Ally lia.i something on her mind to com- | Kuckwlieat straw, which heretofore lia s I.eighton of Cherrvfield. Aaron II. W ood sconce'ned in determining that faet we
and F eed,
mumciite. The young M oodfords ns well ,)een considerei, of ,ittlfi vallH>, hftSj of lllte cock of Vanceboro, Harper Allen of Fairtctc-a-tctc dessert, and discussing at some reference to my respectability, responsibili
think their determination is conclusive,
taken only the other day. Mr. Broughton | as t|,cir mother, constantly called Mr. J ^ n ntUizedTy s o n ie ^ ^
Held. Joshua E. Jordan of Searsport,
length the antecedents and probable future ty. &c.”
recognized
thc
same
sweet
face,
though
it
Broughton
“ Cousin Dick.” and the term -ers . ch0|,pin<, it line and adding meal to would such summonses give either of the subject, of course, to be reversed by the
Farw ell Block, 210
Main
St.
• formedpartDt-r.liin ?f ? 1con1sin; M r‘ Rjfhard Brooghton. who
“ And I will give you a good character showed that seven or eight years had p r o b - evi(]ently struck the child much.
House. If, however they should refuse to
'.r ”
• public th
•Vi:;.’ on the above-named bu4- had lately dropped down on them, not from Dick, I promise you,” replied Mrs. Wood ably passed between the time the one pho
it. A small quantity fed to stock occa- above named persons a right to take part hear evidence nnd determine the question,
• purpe
“ What
is It.
lly?”girl
saidonMr.
Brough" 7 , --------------------- ............................. —
nipb laeiiiti.-, nicy are pre- the clouds. but from :t Liverpool express ford; “ and what is more. I will recom tograph had been taken and the other.
ton.
drawing
theAlittle
to his
knee. i’lonal|y
would be relished, no doubt. ------- .m the organization or subsequent proceed- and should by reason of such refusal issue
How and
-p a tc h ‘‘a nd4 V»...v
train. This gentleman had in his youth mend Dandy to Mrs. Gray’s special regard.
Chopped vegetables such as cabbages. in" s . o f, t,lc House, or would such right he summons to the candidate not elected
Sfixed? w
“ And what is antie.s nam e?” inquired “ What is it you are wishing to say?"
and Feed also supplied been “ crossed in love.” Always a musi- He certainly is the cleverest dog I ever
“ I should like to call you ‘Cousin Dick,’ t,lrn>ps and onions may be fed to poultry ,c s t'? Qvrus H- Thomas of the Farming the case would fall nnder the| rnle above
,
,
. cal enthusiast, he had become :^|Lached to saw. Look at him now, wagging his tail Mr. Broughton with forced composure.
of retail purchasers tu
. , ,
. ,
.
“ Auntie ! ” said the little girl, as if thc like those young ladies. Mav I? for I love dming the winter with profit, especially if! Ion district. Hiram S. Stewart of the Skovv- stated.
i. o» tsa n d Feed, always an amiable girl, a young concert singer, at me as if he understood every word I was
word were quite snfticient; but added a you so much.” And as she spoke, Ally 1a larger supply of eggs is desired, ( ‘hop-! [leS,,n district, John Burnham of tlie AshQues. 6. If tlie summons described in
fforts to please, and the who was the main stay of her mother—the saying ! ”
district. John R. Eaton nftlm Jay dis- question 1 is void, and persons holding
moment after, as if the thought of more raised her face fora kiss, and put her arms ' Ped onions are excellent for all kinds o f1
'St M a r k e t P r ic e
widow of a captain in the army—and some
■fowls and quickly drive all vermin aw ay.,
William II. Thomas of the Lisbon such semmonses take part in tlie organiza
“ Spoken just like the Cousin Maggie of information being required bad just come round his neck.
i younger sisters; and having himself not yet early days,” said Mr. Broughton, with a
Will
not
‘Uncle
D
ick’
dons
w
ell?",
A
late
writer
says:
Most
farmers
hive
1
,!str!ct‘
dAndrews
of
tlio
Stoneham
I. ...
*“?! '“ m tis nave [ dlslnctj n .u.j(I N Nortonof the New Shar- tion of either Senate or House of Represen
made a fair start in life, the elders of both certain tremor in his voice which proved toller: "She is Alice, and I am Alice;
cried Broughton, giving the child a warm noticed that in fatteningswine rapidly, they on district, Henry C. Baker of the Cherry tatives, and without the votes of such per
i families rose up in arms against the allian- that his feelings were touched. “ Always only they call me All.
Auntie is so good.” the child continued; hng. " Don’t you understand that I shall appear weak in their hind legs, and souie- field disrrict, Charles A. Rolf of the Vance sons there are less than sixteen (16) membi ces.
full of sympathy and thoughtful kindness.
mother says she is the best auntie that be"really Uncle Dick to-morrow? "
times lose the use of them entirely. In boro district, A. B. Cole of the Fairfield e.rs .!?..th® Senate and less than seventyMrs. Woodford, of nearly the same age Yet even you can hardly tell what a friend
" Oh. how nice! Uncle Dick, dear Un- j sucli cases we find that a small quantity of district, Robert French of the Searsport six (,b) members in the Honse. yotin" for
:«< h«*rCon«in Dick, had been his confidante Dandy has been to me through years of ver lived. And T must try to be good too,
becanse
I
have
got
her
name.”
cle
Diek—ves,
I
like
that
better.”
.bone
meal mixed with their daily feed district, to tho exclusion of the persons and against, any or the officers of the soin theii hoy and girl days, had sympathized loneliness.
Quite right my darling.” said Mr.
called Senate or House, have such bodies
N. B.—We are commissioned to add that will prevent weakness, and will strengthen
warmly with his disappointment, without
“ Yes, I can. Dick.” said Mrs. Woodford. Broughton, giving the child a fatherly kiss. Dandy accompanied the newly married thc animal so as to admit of the most rap- summoned from the same districts?
tines. 4. If summonses were issued un any legal organization or officers?
• very precisely understanding how it had “ if I had not a pack of children to think
But run away now, for I have letters to pair on their wedding journey. They con- ' id forcing.
objection was made to the ad
der the facts recited in the statement here
and
now assuring her about. I am qui’e sure I should want dogs
! com e ab o u t, an
d w as now
write. Will you leave me the album ; I sidered they owed him so much, that it
The cause of rancidity to butter is due to with submitted.to Daniel W. True of Cum m is s ib ility of the illegally summoned pers
v
e l 5
I I Ar
husb an d th a t th e a tta c h m e n t had been
or four-footed pets of some sort.”
lionld like to look at Topsy again—though would not he just to give him the pain of vlle faet that butter-milk or the water used. berland
ons
as
set
forth
in the statement presented
............
.....
...............................
,
___
county,Edward A. Gibbs, of CmnOnly a fortnight has passed, but “ Cousin I don’t think she was much like Dandy.
• I t • j Lf -E.
vz • I far more serious affair than very youthful
even n temporary separation from his mas- ja washing the butter, as is the practice of i berland countv, William R. Field, of Cum- to us. and the Honscs took no action there
fancies commonly are. It was true the Dick V seems as coraple’ely installed in his Do yon.”
A R E S E L L IN G
on, then an organization af Honse or Sen
ter—and
mistress.
some
dairy-men,
is
not
all
worked
out—
i
berland
county,
Rudolpims
P.
Thompson
had lady;
so far though
consoled
himself
as to I
. , them
.
Not a b it!” cried the child, tripping
| gentleman
marry another
it was
reported
ruondiq’' 5 Tn •* . .W. , ‘^’L’Upifcd
------------ r - » --------------1water in butter being a leading cause of of Franklin county. James R. Talbot, of ate in the manner described in this question
off gleefully, anil leaving Mr. Bronghton
j he bad married nshrew, who had not made s,.inn<n-n<rc w >• 8 n CSt
Pe>^°nnl
G irls in English Mines.
putrefaction. It never results, as some j Washington county. John Q. Dennejt of would be illegal and void.
The court expressed tlie opinion on a for
with
his heart stirred in a manner it had
W h i t e A s h E g g a n d B r o k e n , hi™ supremely happy Bat he h»<i lost his
hi5 rno” X o 'r d in ? to l,isr owSn
to suppose, beennse it is not sufficient York county, and Ira S. Libby of York
not been for years.
county, would such summonses give either mer <x;c:ision, that the Senate could organ
’ wifesome time before leaving Australia;, taHle an( I fancy. A few well-worn
no. books
ow n
It
is
a
somewhat
startling
fact
that
there
salted,
ize
With less than a quorum of members
It was true that he had letters to write,
of the above named persons a right to take
ami now, after a sojourn of nearly twenty which lie had taken from England in his but it was half an hour before he took pen ire still employed nearly .5.0(10 women and
W h i t e A s h S to v e , a n d
Maine, 563) where less than a quorum
Stewed Chicken .—T o dress a chicken, j part in the organization or subsequent pro- (Jo
years in the colonies, hud returned to Eng- youth, still held a place of honor, though in hand. The first thing he did was to girls about the coal mines of Great Britain.
were elected,—a condition of things that
ployed | pick nicely, singe, lay in a large pan, pour ceedin^s of the^Senator.^wouJd such right might happen when it required a majority
F r a n k l i n Coal
, iand with something more than eompe- they were now Hanked by many fresher draw forth a powerful magnifying glass, In the official summary of persons
conn
in and about the luines.'under the Coal , hot water over it,rub nice soap on it. wash rest in Andrew
‘“J
”Hawes off Cumberland
/ '— •
I tence.looking volumes; and an old and cherished
But wh:it beenme of Miss Clifton? violin rested in one corner, and hel|ied to and by its means to study the faco of the Mines Actj it is stated that 21 females un with a cloth, scrape 'til very cloan, then tv, Daniel Duran of Cumberland county, of votes lo elect senators. That decision
A T T H E VERY LOW EST PRICES.
met the necesssities of that occasion; but
lady with the dog most narrowly. Yes; he
I nskort Mr. Woodford.
give the sitting-room its inhabited look, had not a shadow of a doubt that this dear der the age of 13 are employed. Of girls rinse in water with a little baking-soda in Henry C. Brewer of Cumberland county. tile doctrine of that case cannot apply when
Orders promptly filled, and coal delivered.
I “ That I do not know,” returned the though writing materials near tile window
it; now lay it on a clear hoard and draw it, Geo. II. Fernald ofFianklin county. Alden
quorum is in fact elected,
auntie
”
tlie maiden sister of Mrs. Gray between the ages of 13 and 1Cthere are 433
Bradford
of
Washington
county.
Geo.
R.
lady. '* Clifton was only her professional and newspapers lying about contributed to
tines. 7. Without snch legal organiza
of whom lie had heard, was the love of his employed; of young women above the ago being very careful not to break the entrails Wakefield of York county, and J. W. Dear
R ankin B lo c k , Main St.
name; her real one I quite forget; tliere- the effect.
youth, tha Alice Clifton of the concert-room, of 1C there are no less than 4,502 employed. or caul; cut up and put into a kettle with born of York county to tlie exclusion of tion m either House or Senate, or without
i fore if from any circumstances she passed
Over the mantlepiece in his bedroom lie the Alice Croft of private life. Photography In the mines registered under the Metalif- enough hot water to nearly cover it; boil
sixteen
(16) members in the Senate, and
tlie persons summoned from the same dis
into private life, it would not be easy to had arranged his store of warlike weapons
seventy-six (76) members in the House
revealed some lines of care and suffering erous Mines Act there is a larger propor ’til tender, then add milk or cream, a piece
track her. Dick called her Alice to me.”
a sword, which Richard Brougnton had that had not belonged to the fair young face tionate employment of females. At the of butter, salt, and enough flour to make a tricts?
present and voting on the given measure,
“ Probably she also mai ried,” said Mr. certainly never used, blit which he valued
Ans. The second, third and fourth ques can any valid law be enacted, any legal of
MUTUAL LIFE
lieso well remembered; bntsnch foot-marks tender age of between 8 and 13 years, there nice gravy; then toast some bread or bis
Woodford.
as thc gift of a dead frieml; pistols and
are 96 girls employed, chiefly in the Corn cuit, lay it on a platter, and pour tlie chick- tions may lie answered together. The an
“ Possibly,” replied his wife; tliongii revolver which lie had looked on as pro of time must be expected in the course of wall districts between the ages of 13 and 18 ! en and gravy over it. There should he swer to thc first question covers much of the ficer chosen, or any business whatever be
INSURANCE COMPANY
legally done except to adjourn and if any
twenty
years,
even
under
happier
circum
women are more constant than m en; nnd tectors in many a perilous journey, nnd a
O F B O ST O N .
there are 981 girls employed above these ! enough gravy to leave some for the gravy ground embraced by these questions. Hold business, what business?
though she ceased to answer Dick’s letters boomerang brought to England as a curi stances than had probably befallen the wo mines, Cornwall and the North Wales dis boat.
T h e O ld e s t M a s s . C o m p a n y .
ers of summonses wkich arc void, for the
man
in
question.
That
she
should
have
re
Ans. W ithont a legal organization form
and really brought him to a state of misery
reason that the Governor and Council have
19,000 Members- $57,000,000 Insurance wbicii drove him out of England, I never osity.
linquished lier professional career without trict employing the bulk; and there are al
It is said that of two hundred and fifty failed to correctly perform the constitution ed and legal officers chosen by 76 members
Mr. Broughton had finished his break having married, puzzled him. But he had so 1,471 females above the age of 18 em
present
and voting in the House of Repre
thought the fault was quite her own.”
ployed, Cornwall, North Wales and Ireland thousand Jews in this country not one is a al obligations resting upon them, have no
T he features of the company are
fast, ami was enjoying his morning news
While Mrs. Woodford was yet speaking, paper; but he had been Io thc opera the incidentally heard from the children that employing all these except 20; and of this pauper. Every Jew is brought up to help right to take a part in tile organization, or sentatives and by sixteen member present
1. —I t s e n tir e m u tu a lity .
“ auntie” was coming home to-morrow;
and
voting
in tho Senate upon the given
there
was
a
knock
at
the
door,
and
Mr.
2 . —T h e c h a r a c te r o f its in v e stm e n t.
night before, and the melody of an air and before many days should pass, he score, somewhat singnlarly, the chief part iilmsclf, but if any one is disabled nr tem in any subsequent proceedings of the House measure, no officers can be chosen or law
3. —T lie li b e r a l i t y o f its t r e a tm e n t o f r e t i r i n g Broughton was announced.
are employed in the North of England, porarily out of work and means, lie is sure to which they are wrongfully certificated.
which had delighted him still haunted his
“ Why did you not come to dinner?” ear, and even disturbed the rhythm of tl.e should certainly find out a thing or two which has been remarkably free from wom of relief from some benevolent person or so They are not, in fact, members: but tlie passed, nor business done, except to ad
which must greatly infiuenco his future.
4. —I t s sele c tio n o f r isk s a s d e v e lo p e d b y its cried Mr. Woodford.rising to greet the visit,
of his own people. The Christian members rightfully elected, ns shown by journ. No less than 76 members can con
very didactic article he was reading. He
As if to confirm his already strong belief en’s work in the unfit employment of min ciety
past fa v o r a b le m o r t a lity .
or. “ But we can have the iamb brought was not much disturbed by Mrs. Gray’s
Weekly calls this •• a noble tribute to the
official returns, and the opinion of the stitute a quorum of the House of Represen
5 . —T h e a p p lic a tio n o f th e M ass. N o n -F o r fe it
beyond tlie power of even momentary cav ing. The proportion of wonen employed fidelity with which the Jews have observed tho
back.” he added.
court upon tlie propositions heretofore, Oy tatives. nor can less than 16 members, (now
knocking at tho dour; she came, as she il, tlie next time he went down stairs he is said to be decreasing; but the fact that
u r e la w to its p o lic ie s, w h e r e b y ev e r y
••
Thanks,
thanks,”
said
Mr.
Broughton;
the
command
of
God
to
Moses,
•
Thou
the
Governor presented to the court, are fhttt a phi ralitvelects) constitute a quorum of
girls
of
such
tender
ages
are
put
to
mining
did every morning, to receive his observed a letter on the hall table, which
m e m b e r is e n title d to in su r a n c e a c cord
but I dined at the hotel. I ani sure I usually for
open thy hand wide unto thy brother, entitled to appear and act in the organiza the Senate. Nor can cither honse, without
dinner.
in g t o its p r o v isio n s.
on looking if it were intended for himself, operations, or to work above ground at the shalt
a legal organization formed and without
ought to apologize for calling at suclt a time orders
mines, is a sign that thc unsatisfactory to thy needy in ihy land.’ ” And we may tion of the Houses to which they belong, legal officers chosen compel the attendance
“ Yon manage my dinners so nicely for he saw was addressed “ Miss Croft.’.’
and for having broueht Dandy with me.” me,” said Mr. Broughton in answer to
add that it well illustrates the value of unless tlie House and Senate, in judging of
The next day Alice Croft returned home; symptom is not likely to die out.
Dandy was a terrier, and his master's al some suggestions of his landlady, “ that I
continuous instruction, based on a written the election and qualification of members, of absent members. It is the House or Sen
g of the Commonwealth. most inseparable companion.
and as Broughton was taking his coffee, he
ate when formed and organized, that has
precept which commends itself to every shall determine to the contrary.
think I cannot do better than leave all ar
Ycnnor, whose prophecies have been so man's reason and conscience.
“ Now, Dandy, behave!” continued his rangements to you. But do sit down; 1 could hear thc children’s merry shouts of
A member without a summons who ap the power to compel such attendance, and
it is not within the power of persons who
master; “ and go nnd beg pardon for Iioth want to thank yon for taking care of my welcome, at which, bye and bye, Dandy remarkably accurate, predicts a cold snap
pears
to
claim
bis
seat
is
prima
facie
en
of us. Say we know we are two unman dog last night. I hope he was not trouble set up n short bark, as if he thought he too at present, and says that between this and
titled to equal consideration with a member are merely members-elect to do so.
had
a
right
to
join
in
the
demonstration.
Last
summer
Sir.
F.
W.
Collins
of
Bel
the
end
of
the
year
the
thermometer
will
nerly
colonial
boors,
at
present
unfit
for
Ques. 8.
ithont a legal organization
B E N J. F. STEV EN S, Fresident.
some to you ? ”
“ I will do nothing hurriedly," thought give us a series of extremely low readings. fast, Me., shipped to Curacoa, a Dutch Is who has a summons. He is not to be de formed and legal officers chosen, by sevengood society.”
NGmoU
JOS. M. GIBBENS, Secretary.
prived of the position belonging to him on
“ Not in the least,” returned Mrs. Gray
Very much as if the sagacious animal “ when once he ascertained that you really Mr. Broughton to himself; “ after twenty He does not anticipate very heavy snow land near the northern coast of Veneznla, account of the dereliction of those whose ty-sta (<6) members present anil voting in
years
of
separation
I
can
wait
for
a
few
a
large
lot
of
fresh
salmon,
cod,
shad,
etc.
falls,
but
rather,
what
he
designates
dry
understood every word of this address, lie were not in the house, he settled down
House of Representatives, and sixteen
duty it was to have given him the usual
approached Mrs. Woodford, and sat on his quietly, and played with the children til! days surely. After all, if we meet on tlio and extremely cold weather. The neigh This week Sir. C. received word that the summons. The absence of that evidence (lb) members present and voting in tho
stairs she will not recognize in me the slim borhood of the new year, Mr. V e u n o r whole lot arrived in first-rate order. He may be supplied by other evidence of mem Senate, can either House compel the at
haunches in a begging attitude.
they
went
to
bed.”
smooth-faced
boy
I
believe
she
remembers.”
also
received
an
additional
order
for
smelts
thinks, will be again open and mild, with
“ He means biscuit,” said the lady witli
tendance of absent members?
“ I am so glad your children are not afraid And thinking thus, he glanced at himself copious rains and a general break up in pickerel, cod, etc., which was immediately bership.
a laugh, nnd suited the action to the word of him,” observed Mr. Bronghton.
Ans. The attendance may under our
The House and Senate have the same
in the chimney glass, noting the bronzed some localities. February lie forecasts as filled, nnd the goods put on board the
by giving him one, with a caressing pat in
S. G. PRESCOTT,
“ Oh, they are too well used to a dog and weather-beaten face and long thick beard dry and intensely cold; in fact, one of the schooner Flora E. McDonald, which sails right to consider and determine whether in constitution be compelled by such penalties
to the baigain.
as
each House may provide. Until a legal
tho
first
instance
suclt
persons
appear
to
to pets in general to be afraid of a gentle
—D EA LER I N coldest February’s on record in a number direct for Curacoa.
“ Seriously, however,” said Mr. Brough creature like your Dandy. In fact my dif streaked with white that it reflected,
have been elected,nnd finally, whother they organization lias lieen effected, there is no
HARD AND SOFT WOOD, SLABS, ETC-, ton. “ I would not have come nt such an ficulty is keeping them out of your rooms wonder though, if my name will strike of years. The spring of 1880 is to be early,
honse to provide penalties for such purpose;
were
in
fact
elected,
ns
they
have
of
any
her? ” he continued, pondering. “ Perhaps dry and warm; and is to preface an ex Tho coroner’s jury on tho bodies of the
In Cora-wood lengths or sawed and split to order, hour, but I wanted so much to tell you that Ally—yon remember Dandy took to her
and all the persons who appear for the pur until a legal organization is completed,
not; »nd yet it may.”
ceedingly hot nnd extremely dry summor. six men killed by tlio celluloid explosion in pose of composing their respective bodies. there is no officer in either Honse to issue
and delivered to any p art of the city, a t Lowest nt least I have found lodgings which I think
from the very first—Ally wanted to come in
Market Prices. Also
Now the fact was Alice Croft had not ns
will just suit me. Or rather I should say and see the dog just now. I dare say she
Newark last week, gave a verdict Tuesday Underthe facts recited in the statement sub a warrant against the absent members.
yet
heard
the
new
lodger’s
nam
e;
for
her
P r e s s e d Hay, S tr a w a n d S a w d u s t . tliat Dandy found them for mo-”
Men confess everything but their own be that tho explosion was caused by over con mitted to us, we are of'the opinion, that
No such power was committed or intend
is at the door still.”
sister had at first misunderstood it, and had
Having ample w harf facilities and a new and large
“ Dandy? Well lie is a clever dog! He
fidence in handling dangerous material,
“ Oh, pray let her in,” said Mr. Brough written it " Rawton ” in communicating the setting sins. They steer quite clear of these. and sny that a radical change i9 needed in Lewis Yoter and associates first named in ed to be committed into the hands of per
will talk next, I suppose. But, continued
question 3, were not entitled to act. and sons not comprising and acting as an or
Who ever heard a man say; “ O Lord ! I
my ustomers an well in quantity, quality
ton.
himself
rising
to
open
the
door.
I
will
news that the rooms were let. Three or
Mrs. Woodford, at present his master must
an be done in the city.
and price
tlie manipulation of tlie ingredients, to ren that Cyrns A. Thomas and associates lastly ganized and completed Honse. I t has
not be jealous becanse it is my dog she four days passed awny before Alice had am as proud as Lucifer, humble me;” or, der life secure. Edward Dowd died Tues named
O -.O rd e i left at C. Doherty’s Store will be prompt* explain.”
in tlie question, wore entitled to act frequently happened in our history, that
ty attended to.
wants to see—not me; ” and there was a any inkling of the mistake. Meanwhile “ O L ord 1 I am so mean and stingy that day, making the seventh victim of the cel
It
sounds
ridiculous
perhaps
to
tell
of
in the House as members, and that Daniel legislative bodies have been delayed days
’tis
only
with
great
pain
that
I
can
unclose
W h a r f o ff L im e S tr e e t N o r th o f G as W ork s.
such trifles,” replied her cousin; “ but for little laugh at the idea of Dandy being such Richard Broughton had seen her—unseen my fists. Make me generous.”
luloid’s explosion.
W. True and those first named in question and sometimes weeks without being able i n 
5
8 . G. PRESCOTT.
a
favorite.
himself—more
than
once;
and
had
even
the last three or four days—ever since the
four were not entitled to act, and that An complete an organization for I'
When the room door opened, sure enough heard her voice spenkingcaressingly to the
hot weather set in, I have felt quite inter
There is a girl in Chicago who wears a drew Hawes, and others with him named quorum.
A tramp who was caught roaming nround
ested in a shop in your neighborhood— little Ally was found waiting, but not alone; children. How it thrilled on his ear and
No. 1 shoe. She wears it as a watch-charm were entitled to act as members of the
Qnes 9-^jY*'
through
the
country
stealing
eggs,
said
“he
mainly I think, from the humanity display her brother, a curly haired nrchin two confirmed his resolution!
Senate.
a u Y”' Shipping Tug.
It was the early twilight of a summer merely wished to get the lay of the land.” 1Queer taste,
ed by the owner in setting a large bowl of years her junior, had hold of her bund; and
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T -j^ * * * 1 be counted who though election. of permanent
officers, notwithstand________________________
Tumult and violence nre not requisites to
appearto
to be
beelected
elected by
bv ing
inp-the
the eight
eiaht had
hnd been
h ^ n summoned
unminnnpH by
hv the
th e the due assertion of legal rights.
_ I ,1 does nott appear
They
'■"tometil returns under the constitution. Governor and Council. Without a legal should be avoided whenever it is possible
and the decision of tlw court ?
quorum : and with these eight participating to do so. They can never be justified ex.
, " ° t *fthe attention of the House in the proceedings, to the exclusion of those cept in cases of the extremest necessity,
ts called to the fact, that such persons are rightfully elected in their places, there Such peaceful modes of organization are
illegally summoned, ami objection is sens-1could be no valid election of President of far preferable to a resort to violence.
No
onably made to the counting of such pers-| the Senate.
rights should be lest by those who seasonoos for tlie purpose of making up a quorTo proceed with the organization of the ably assert them and appeal to the constinm, and the House does not act upon the Senate withoutfirstdeterminingand declar- tutlonal tribunals instead of resorting to
question of their admissibility. By the con- ing its own membership, when attention force.
stitution, art. 4. sec. 5. “ The Senate shall was properly called to the fact that |>ersons
Ques. 23. Can the 7G members elect
or the first Wednesday of January, a n -! were present and acting without right, and enumerated in question 19, constitute and
nually determine wlW are elected bv a pin- that‘ members
'
. . . . .tlie
. .Secretary
------i ------- i u ----------------------------------- •-----were excluded,
ralitv of votes to be senators in each dis refusing to entertain a motion for tlie cor- getlier with nine other members elect who
trict.”
rection of the roll and refusing to allow an were in fact electeil and appear hv the offiQues. 10. Can the Governor and Coun appeal from his ruling, and Ilie Senate tak- ■cial returns and by the decision of the court
cil legally administer the qualifyingoalli to ing no action although protest was made, to he elected, though the nine (9) seats
aforesaid arc claimed by other candidates
members-elect of tho House of Representa was illegal and void.
Ques. 1C. Can a legally- chosen l’resi-: " lu’ 'V 1'” summoned by: the Governor and
tives, when on a yea and nay vote as
shown by the record, only seventy-three dent of the Senate,become acting Governor ' ouneil but were not in fact- elected and do
members. l>oth sides included, vote on the until be 1ms legally qualified as such in ad- . 1101 appear to be elected by said official remotion to request the attendance of the dition to bis qualifications as President of j t,llrns» under the decisions of tlie court.
the Senate5
I Ans. It will follow from the answers to
Governor and Council for that purpose?
.
....
...
questions twenty-one and twentv-two that
Ques. 11. Can a valid organization of
tines. l i . . Can such qualifying oaIlls be
lleslion_ fJ r the ,.easons ani’,
the
the House l»e made under the revised legally administered by a President pr<
statutes chap. 2. sec. 23, when under tile tempore of the Senate in joint convention circumstances here referred to. must he an
swered
also
in
the
affirmative.
facts ns stated in question 10 a protest was of tbe Senate and House of Representatives
Ques. 26. When a person receives a
entered at the lime that no quorum was when less than seventy-six members of the
manifest on tlie yea and nay vote, and not House are present or voting on tlie motion summons as a member of the House of
Representatives, and returns the same to
withstanding that protest the Clerk refused to proceed to joint convention?
to put a motion to a, journ, and the Gover
Ans. Under the letter of tbe constitu the Governor before the assembling of the
nor appeared and administered the oath? tion, it is at least doubtful whether the legislature and resigns his seat, is it compe
Ques. 12. Can the Governor and Coun President of tbe Senate is required to take tent for him to recall and cancel that res
cil legally administer the qualifying oaths a new oath before exercising tbe office of ignation after the legislature has assembled
to the members-elect of the Senate, when Governor, when that office 1ms become va and organized, or can ho lie compelled to
only twenty (20) memliers, botli sides in cant in tbe manner specified therein. Tbe attend as a member?
Ans. One who under such circumstances
clusive. vote on tlie motion to request their practice since tbe organization of the State,
presence for that purpose and of that twen has. we believe, been uniform against re returns his summons and resigns his seat,
ty (20). eight (8) though summoned did quiring such new oaths,and to sncli practi thereby makes a vacancy in the House
not appear to be elected by the official re cal interpretations of the constitution, in which is to assemble, which vacancy “ may
turns. under tbe constitution and tlie de the absence of express provisions or mani- he tilled by a (new election,” under the
cision of die Court, and were not in fact fect intention to the contrary, we think ef- provisions of m*t. 4, p a r ti, sec. Gof the
constitution. That the proper steps may
fest should be given.
elected?
To the sixteenth question we reply that a he taken by the municipal officers to that
Ans. These three questions referring to
tlie qualification of members by tbe ad legally chosen President of the Senatejmay end, it is necessary to regard such resigna
ministration of tbe required oath, may lie become acting Governor without the admin tion as irrevocable. If, when once made,
answered together. By the constitution, istration of any other qualifying oath than it could he recalled at will, the municipal
the oath is to be taken and subscribed in the that which he bas taken in his office of Sen officers could never know that the seat was
vacant by resignation. One who has thus
presence of the Govornor and Council. By ator.
The answer to the sixteenth question ren resigned cannot he compelled to attend as
the statute. Revised Statutes, chap. 2. sec
tion 13, the clerk of the preceding House ders a reply to the seventeenth unneces a member. He is no longer a member.
The language ofthc court,in regard to using
shall preside until the represcntatives-elcct sary.
“ shall be qualified and electa speaker, and
Ques. 18. When twelve persons are the power of tho Houses to compel the at
if no quorum appear he shall preside and legally elected members of the House of tendance of their members in the constitu
tbe repiesentatives-elect present shall ad Representatives from the five cities of Port tional opinion, given in 35 Me., 563, applies
journ from day to day until a quorum ap land, Lewiston, Rockland. Bath and Saco, only to those who, without vacating their
pears and are qualified, and a Speaker is and that fact unmistakably appears on the seats, absent themselves from the sessions
elected.’, Tlius it will be seen that while official returns and by tbe decision of tbe of the body to which they were elected. It
by the statute the clerk is to preside until a court on the fact recited in the statement would he alike contrary to the spirit of our
quorum shall appear and be qualified, it is herewith submitted,have those twelve mem institutions aud detrimental to public poli
not provided, either in the constitution or bers elect a right to take part in the organ cy to hold that a man might he compelled
the statute, that a less number than a quo- ization and all subsequent proceedings of to accept an office of such a character. We
rum sha'l not be qualified, nor can tlie yea tbe House without a summons from the therefore answer the question in the nega
and nay vote on tlie motion to request tlie Governor and Council, no other persons tive.
Ques. 27. In case the official returns o f
attendance of the Governor and Council for bolding summonses for tbe same seats?
tbe purpose of administering tlie oath be
Ans. To tbe eighteenth question we an the votes cast for Gov. should he lost, con
deemed of any importance. If the Gover swer as follows: It appears from the state cealed or unaccessible by accident or farad,
nor and Council had appeared without a ment of facts that the members from the is it competent to count the votes for Gover
motion or a vote, their authority would five cities of Portland, Lewiston, Rockland. nor by using certified copies of the official
have been the same. We therefore ans Bath and Saco were duly elected, as well as record of the several cities, towns and plan
wer that the qualifying oaths under the by the returns before the Governor and tations in the State?
constitution or statute may lie administered Council. That by law a summons should
Ans In our recent answers to questions
to the members-elect of either branch, in of right have been issued to them; th.-:t presented by the Governor, we said in sub
any numbers, though a quorum must ap in fact no summons was issued, and that stance that one of the objects of the consti
pear, and be qualified before proceeding to their names were not borne on the roll certi tutional requirements of a record of the vote
an election of Speaker and if the whole fied to the House as provided by R. S. M. to he made a t the same time and authenti
number of votes of Speaker, is less than a chap. 2, sec. 25. A motion was seasonably cated in like manner with the return, was
quorum, and there is nothing iqxin the rec made that these members, appearing by the to guard against the possible result of mis
ord to show that a quorum was present and returns before the House to have been duly take. accident or fraud in the official re
acting, there would be no election.
elected, should he permitted to participate turns of votes. When such returns of the
Ques. 13. At what date in the year in its organization; hut the assistant clerk re vote for Governor are lost, concealed or in
eighteen hundred and eighty. (1880) do the fused to put the motion and to entertain an accessible by accident or fraud, the result
terms of office, of the following State offi appeal. By the constitution the returns were of the election may still he ascertained by
cers elected in January, eighteen hundred before the House. By those returns tho using certified copies of the official records
and seventy-nine, (1879) expire: The representatives above named appeared to mentioned in the question. Neither the
Governor, tlie Executive Council, tlie Scc- be elected. Their seats were not contested. carelessness nor the turpitude of the officers
retary of State, the Treasurer, tlie Attor Tlie Governor and Council could not. with •barged with the making or the custody of
out a violation of their constitutional duty, the returns, can be sufleretl to defeat the
ney General and tlie Adjutant General?
Ans. The Governor's term of office and neglect to issue to them a summons, nor the will of the people as expressed in the elec
also that of his Council expired at midnight Secretary of State to place their names on tion, so long as the legislature can ascer
following the first Wedenesday of Jan the certified roll which it was his duty to tain it from the records thus made. True,
1880. The term of the other officers men furnish. The Governor and Council could the constitution provides that the Secretary
tioned in tlie question will expire when the not legally withhold their summonses from of State shall on the first Wednesday of
several successors are elected as provided those appearing to he elected. They could January, lay the lists before the Senate and
not order a summons to issue, to some ap House of Representatives,but this provision
in the constitution.
Ques. 14. When the terms of office of pearing to he elected, or withhold it from is directory, and a failure to comply with it
the Gov. and Council have expired, or others. If they could, it would lie in their cannot defeat the right of tlie legislature to
their offices vacant, and there is neither power to select from the members appear ascertain and declare the result of the elec
Governor nor Council, can the members- ing to lie elected those who should and tion. When the framers of our constitution,
elect of the Senate and House of Represen those who should not take part in the or and our legislators have taken such pains to
perpetuate the evidence of the votes cast,
tatives be legally qualified before a mag ganization of the House.
The section 25, revised statutes, chap. 2, and to guard that evidence against the ef
istrate appointed and commissioned by the
Governor, with advice of tlie Council, urf- restricts the vote to those whose names ar fect. not only of accident, but of human
der adedimus protestateni bv virtue of the I borne on tlie certified toll, the restricting fallibility or perfitv, it is not to he thrown
—
- - -Statutes, chap.
•
- secs.
• 85- and. 86, the vole to those only whose names are thus1away becausethe Secretary of State fails or
Reyised
2,
borne is at variance with the constitution is unable to comply witli this direction,
or by any other provision of law,
Qnes. 24. When the terms of office of in so far as it restricts and limits tlie action Tlie constitution is to he construed, when
the Gov. and Council have expired, the of tlie House to those whom tlie Governor: practicable in all its parts, not so as to
acting President of the Senate has refused and Conncil may select, and not to those thwart, but so as to advance its main obto (qualify the duly summoned members1aPPear,nS to be chosen, and to those tlie ject, tile continuance and orderly conduct
elect and the acting House of Representa-1 House ma.v determine to be members. The of government hv the people. We answer
tives made up of sixty-two members legal : twelve members had a right to act in tlie the question in the affirmative
Tlie questions before ns are attested in the
ly summoned and fourteen others sum organization of the House. Their election
moned but not in fact elected and not ap was patent on inspection of the returns. usual mode and puiqiort to come from ornized bodies. They are of the utmost
pearing to be elected by the official returns The House in no way denied their right.
under the decision of the court refuse to ad Tile question whether their names should j importance. Our answers are entirely based
mit to seats the fourteen members elect1l>e “dded to tlie roll was not submitted to | on the assumption of the existence of the
.....................its
specified in question 19, or the
nine addi determination. Upon tbe facts set forth, I facts as therein set forth. W ecannotdetional members elect specified in question they appeared to be and were elected and it ‘ cline an answer if we would. In a case
20 or any one of them? Can the seventy- is not to be presumed tliat tlie House,know like the present the remark of Chief Justice
six members specified by question 19 or ing such facts, would have prohibited this Marshall in Cohens vs. Virginia, are petbe eighty-five members specified by ques action if tlie Clerk had permitted the ques euiiarly applicable. •• It is moot true,” he
tion 20, after beidg called to order by one tion to be put. These members had a right says “ that this court will not t»ke jurisdic
of their members, and a roll of the memb to take part in the organization of the House tion if it should not, but it is equally true
tliat it must Like jurisdiction, if it should.
ers elect read as they appear by the official until it should otherwise determine.
returns, be qualified before a dedimus Jus
Ques. 19. Can a House of Representa The Judiciary cannot, as the legislature
tice and thus constitute and organize a le tives legally organize or act under a certi may, avoid a measure, because it approach
gal House of Representatives?
fied roll containing one hundred and thirty- es the confines of the constitution. We
Qnes. 25. When the terms of office of nine names only,and giving no representa cannot pass it by. because it is doubtful.
the Gov. and Conncil have expired, and tion to the five cities of Portland, Rockland With whatever difficulties a case may be
the acting Senate made up of twelve (12) Lewiston, Bath and Saco.under the facts as attended, we must decide it if it is
members legally summoned, and eight (8) stated in question 18, without admitting at brought before us. We have no more right
others summoned, but not in fact elected once the twelve members from said cities ? to decline tlie exercise of jurisdiction which
is given than to usurp that which is not
and not appearing to be elected by tlie offi
Ans. Tbe House cannot legally organize
cial returns tinder tbe decision of the court or act under a certified roll of 139 names given: the one or the other would be trea
refuse to admit to seats the seven mem only, and giving no representation to tbe son to the constitution. Questions may
which we would gladly avoid, but
bers who were in fact elected, and who ap five cities named, provided the Representa occur
peared to he elected by the official returns tives from the cities appeared and claimed we cannot avoid them,”
Jo in t Aitleton .
and the decision of tbe Court, can the (7) their seats and the House took no action
Chaui.es W. W ai.t jn . ■
seven members thus denied seals, acting whatever upon the question of their right
W illiam G. B arrows.
with eleven members elect,duly summoned, to participate in theorganization, the Clerk
C
haui.es D anforth.
after being called to order by one of their refusing to entertain a motion made for
J ohn A. 1’eters.
number and a roll of the members elect that purpose and refusing to entertain an
A
rtemls Libby.
read as they appear by tbe official returns appeal from his ruling thereon.
J oseph W. Symonds.
and the decision of the court, be qualified
Ques. 20 When persons arc legally To Joseph A. Locke, President of the Sen
before a dedimus Justice and thus consti
ate, and George E. Weeks, Speaker of
tute and organize a legal Senate?
elected members of the House from the
tlie House of Representatives, Augnsta,
Ans. To the 14th, 24th and 25th ques representative districts of Skowhegan and
Maine.
tions proposed, we answer as follows: In Farmington, and tliat fact unmistakably
the general provisions of tlie constitution, appears on the official returns, and by the
Choosing E lectors.
art. 9, certain oaths or affirmations arc pre decision of the Court on the facts recited in
A bill has been introduced into the New
scribed for persons elected, appointed or tlie statement herewith submitted for those
commissioned to tlie offices therein men districts, have those members-eleet a right Yoik Legislature, proposing a change in
tioned. It appears that those before whom to Lake part in the organization and all the mode of choosing electors for President
the prescribed oaths were to be adminis subsequent proceedings of the House with
tered, refused to act and that now there is out a summons, the persons summoned and Vice President in that State from a gen
no existing Governor and Council before having returned their summonses and de eral ticket to a vote by Congressional dis
whom they can be administered. The oath clined to serve as representatives on the tricts—each voter also casting a ballot for
is prescribed. Tbe termsarc tbe essential. ground that they were not elected ?
two electors-at-large, otherwise the Sena
Its binding force depends upon its terms,
Ans. To questiqp 20 we answer in tlie torial candidates. Up to and including the
not on tbe magistrate by whom it is admin affirmative,
unless the House has acted up year 1824 tlie electors in that State were
istered. If there is no Governor and Coun on the question
of their right to act as chosen by tlie Legislature. In 1825 the
cil, or being a Governor and Council they members, and determined
to the contrary.
refuse to administer tbe oath to one Repre
Qnes. 21. Can eleven members duly law was altered and the choice given to the
sentative or to all, for there can be a refusal
elected
and
summoned,
and
seven other people, each Congressional district choos
to all equally as to one, what is the result?
Is anarchy to triumph? Can tlie govern members not summoned “ but appearing to ing an elector and the electors so chosen
be
elected
by
a
plurality
of
all
the
votes re electing the two at-large. The result was
ment be destroyed, or its action paralyzed,
because there is no Governor and Council, turned,” under the requirements of tlie Con that 18 Jackson and 1G Adams electors
before whom the prescribed oath is to be stitution and the decision of the Court, con were chosen in the districts in 1828, and the
taken. We think not. The prescribed oalbs stitute and organize a legal Senate, provid
from the necessity of thecase.may be taken ed said eighteen members each received for majority of the electors elected the Jackson
before a magistrate authorized to adminis Senator a plurality of all the votes cast, and candidates for Electors-at-large, making
ter oaths. The members mnst be sworn the official records as well as the official the Electoral vote of the State stand 20 for
before they can act. It is by their action returns show tliat fact ?
Jackson, to 1G for Adams. The law was
Ques. 22, Can sixty-two duly summoned
that a Governor and Council thereafter is
to be elected and the government contin members-elect of the House of Representa then altered so as to provide for the choice
ued. It cannot be presumed that the fram tives together with twelve members-elect of electors by general ticket.
ers of the constitution had in contemplation not summoned, from the cities of Portland,
In this State, up to and including the
that the oath had better not be administered Lewiston. Bath, Saco and Rockland, and year 1828, the electors were chosen by dis
at all than administered by any other of two members-elect not summoned, from
ficer than the one designated therein. This the towns of Farmington and Skowhegan, tricts, each voter also casting a ballot for
is one of the most reliable tests by which constitute or organize a legal House of the two electors-at-large. In that year
to distinguish a directory from a manda Representatives, when tlie fourteen mem (1828), tlie Cumberland district chose, by a
tory provision. State vs. Smith, 67 Maine, bers above enumerated were in fact elected small majority, the Jackson elector, Hon.
andth atfact appears by the official returns,
328.
James C. Churchill, and this was the only
Ques. 15. When tbe term of one Gov and by the decision of the Conrt, no other
ernor has expired by law and no successor persons bolding summonses for the same vote Jackson received in New England.
seats
?
The law in this State was then altered so
has been chosen, can tbe President of tbe
Senate become acting Governor, if at bis
Answer. It Is the opinion of the court as to provide for the choice, by general
election twenty votes only arc cast for and that questions 21 and 22 may be conven ticket, and has so continued ever since.
against him, and those twenty votes are iently answered together. Our answer is
It is in the province of the Legislature to
made up ns described in question 12.
this: Circumstances may exist which will
Ans. Our reply to tbe fifteenth question justify and render legal such an organiza change the law and to take the power into
is in the negative. That one, whose only tion of the Senate and such an organization their own hands, if they choose^o to do.
title to tlie Presidency of tbe Senate is by of the House. We think such organiza But there is no probability they will do it.
virtue of such an election, cannot become tions would he justified and rendered legal It is true that such a measure was talked of
by the existence of such circumstances as
the acting Governor, because be is not
legal President of the Senate. If of the are recited in the statement of facts sub by some'of the Fusionists when they found
twenty voting at snch choice of President mitted Io u s: and that such organizations, tliat Gov. Garcelon and his Council had
of the Senate, eight did not appear to be effected nnder such circumstances would counted in a Fusion majority ip. the le g is
elected by tbe official returns under tbe constitute a legal legislature, competent to lature, but the more wise and cautious men
«Su*itutSon al,d the decision of the court, perform all the functions, constitutionally
elected, there was then belonging to that department of our gov of that party scouted nt the scheme, and
nothing more has been beard about it.
1chnLl hi: face in ffiern■Ro Valid ernment.

Affairs a t A ugusta.
be the Legislature of theState, until they noble and able Christian Soldier, and the
S F T h a t venerable Democrat, Charles
The. Fusionists carried out their program- (are *urtber advised by him.
people of Maine will not forget it.
O’Conor, of New York, sent a letter, in
e nt Augusta last Thursday by unseating
Tuesday the Legislature met in the State Congress is still running along quietly. answer to an invitation to be present at a
Mr. Dunnejl. the ^Republican Representa- House, four of the Fusionmembers acting Deficiency appropriations of about $1,000, banquet in Newark, given by the Democrat
T hursday, J a n u a ry 22 , 1880.
——-------»rn Westbrook, and seating Mr.
them. A resolution was adopted in 000,have been asked for by the Departments, ic Clnb of Essex County. N. J . in commem
branches tliat they would forthwith pro- and it is believed they will pass,
g y Governor Davis has made the follow Styles, Fusionist. in bis place. On Friday
oration of the Iwttle of New Orleans,which
The Democrats are preparing to open on has been printed. In it he gives his views
ing nominations: Nk A. Luce, Superintend! nt they nnseated Rev. Dr. Butler, Republican ceed to legislate business touching the varied
member
from
Vassalboro
and,
by
a
vote
interests
of
the
people,
and
giving
notice
to
the
Kellogg
and
Ingalls
investigations,
and
I
of Schools; Asa W. Wildes, Railroad Com
of the political outlook. He declares his
missioner; John D. Myrick, State Librar’au. of 55 to 3, seated'M r. Murray, a Fusionist al1 the P«opl® of the State, that any body or hear that Ben Hill is to make a speech, and belief that it is absolutely impossible that
in his place. This gave the Fusionists a !eoHection °f men outside of the Legislature others to follow. If so the attention of the “ anyone called a Democrat ” can he cho en
The President has nominated II. W. quorum in the House, provided every Fu- 'iere ant^ now duly an^ legally assembled people will be turned from the Democratic in the next Presidential contest, principally
Richardson as Census Supervisor .for the 1st sion member was present—as then they anJ organized, who may meet in any place. 1folly in Maine, to that in Congress, and Mr. because the thirty-five Electoral votes of
Maine District, and William D. Hubhaid would have just the number required for a Iin n in g to to act as the Legislature of Maine, Blaine will be called from his present field of the State of New York have been delivered
■is wholly without right or authority so to act, operations, to one where his voice can be into the hands of the Republican party,
for the 2nd District. Mr. Richardson is quorum, viz.,-76.
The House on Friday, proceeded to ballot and is proceeding in violation of the con heard, as well as his acts known. Business lie believes that the present Republican
editor of the Portland Advertiser.
for two candidates Lo be sent to the Senate stitution and the laws of the State. Some is rather quiet but steady. The weather is Iaegislatme of that State, will change the
N. B. M.
I5T On the question of biennial elections one of which the latter body was to elect Gov. committees were appointed, and a communi mild.
law governing the choice of Presidential
and sessions of the Legislature, which was Tlie committee to receive, sort and count cation from Wallace R. White, asking an in
Electors, taking the election out of the
F rom our regular Correspondent.
vestigation
of
the
charge
of
bribery
brought
submitted to the people for their votes last the votes in the House, one of which was
hands of the people and vesting it in the
O
ur
European
L
etter.
against
him
by
Messrs.
Swan
and
Harriman,
September, the number voting for it was Mr. Perry of Camden, reported the whole
Legislature. For this action, he asserts
number of ballots to be 7G (just a quorum) was referred to a select committee of seven. T lie W in te r S e a so n a t th e B r itish C apital. they would have the ground that it was a
54,011: against it 4.00-1.
The Fusion Legislature met at Union Hall, E n te r ta in m e n ts fo r th e K ich an d H a r d sh ip s reprisal for the course pursued bv the Dem
all of which were for Garcelon and Smith.
| y Resolutions have been introduced in It was wondered how* that number of bal and the time was spent in seeking some remedy for tlie P o o r.—A n n o y a n c e s to th e L ou d o n ocrats in Maine. He declares that all that
P re ss.—P r o p o sa l to sto p tlie flow o f g o ld to
the House of Assembly of New Jersey, con lots could be cast, when it was evident there to relieve them from the difficulties under A m e r ic a .
the Democrats can do is to foment discord
demning the disfranchisement of a large por was not that number o f Fusion members which they labored. There was a difference
in the Republican camp. Be adds: “ With
London, England, Dec. 30, 1879.
tion of the people of Maine by Gov. Garce present in 'the House, and no Republican of opinion among them. Some of them were
out looking to other consequences, or con
The Winter season in a capital where, jecturing vital changes, it may fairly be
lon and his Executive Council.
voted. Beside, it is stated that Mr. Ingalls for obeying the decision of the Court. Others
of Wiscasset, did not vote to send up any thought the Court had not been rightly in for something like three months in the supposed that if Gen. Grant should once
( y The President, on Monday, sent to names to the Senate. The Senate immed formed as to circumstances and wished a set year, night begins at four in the afternoon, again occupy the Executive chair he will
the Senate the nominations for the foreign iately balloted for a Governor, and Mr. of questions framed for their consideration. and lasts until nearly eight the next morn- hold it during life.” For this condition of
ought to have as much as possible things, “ involving the complete ruin of the
missions, as follows: James Russell Lowell, Smith received 18 votes—the whole num Others wished to appeal to Congress. Sen
Democratic party throughout the Union,”
ator Ellis scouted this latter propisition, as it done towards enlivening i t ; and London he considers that the holt of Tammany
of Massachusetts, to be Minister to Great ber cast—and was declared elected.
Britain; Jno. W. Foster, now Minister to
A convention of the two branches of Fu would place them in a false aud ridiculous has, of late years, witnessed many praise Hall, nnder the leadership of John Kelly,
Mexico, to he to Minister to Russia; Lucius sionists was then formed and the following position. Finally a committee of seven was worthy efforts in this direction. Foreigners is directly responsible.
Fairchild, now Consul General at Paris, to he persons were declared elected Councillors appointed to frame questions to be submitted have long wondered why, when in every
I ll
t il:
Minister to Spain: Philip Morgan of Louis- for the current year, receiving 92 votes each : to the Justices of the Supreme Court, touch- other country the season for town gayctics
the legality of the organization of the is the Winter; the English alone, with in
iana, to be Minister to Mexico. Eli II. Mur 1st district. Edwin C. Moody, York. 2d
sular
perversity,
regard
the
Summer
as
the
ray, of Kentucky, was nominated for Gover district, Charles II. Chase, Portland. 3d Legislature.
Ex-Gov. Garcelon was in tin , itv last S u n 
nor of Utah.
Wednesday the State House Legislature fittest period for festivities. Every one—or. day.
district, John B. Redman. Ellsworth. 4th
at least, every one in England—understands
district, Homy A. Priest, Vassalboro. 5th met and several committees were appointed
M ayor Lo-vejoy left for Augusta this morn
g y The figures presented by the Mercan district, Wm. M. Rust, Belfast. Gth district, and some other business was transacted. how it happens that those of our country ing.
tile Agency of Messrs. E. Russell «Sr Co., in John B. Foster, Bangor. 7th district, Chas. Hon. Samuel A. Holbrook of Freeport was men and countrywomen who, of pleasure,
»I«The officers of Roekland Lodge were installed
relation to the failures of 1879, afford a most R. Whidden, Calais. Mr. Moody perempto elected State Treasurer, Mr. John W. make a business, pass Winter in the coun lust Tuesday evening.
conclusive proof as to the healthy condition rily refused to quality.
Mr. Smith’s Singing School will
held on
Fogler having declined the nomintion. try, And the Summer in London. It would
and Friday evenings for the rest of the
of business. According to the elaborate ar
Friday afternoon Mr. Smith went through No Fusionists except Mr. Sproul were pres be a mistake, however, to suppose that any Tuesday
term.
ray of statistics presented in the Annual Cir the formality of taking the oath, which was ent in the House, those present on Tuesdav number of the great leisure class has the
Gen. Tillson and wife expect to leave the
same tastes. There must he a number of
cular, it appears that the mercantile failures administered to him by Mr. Ellis, acting having gone back to the Fusion House.
men, and a still greater number of women, city soon to spend the remainder o r the season in
for 1879 were GG58 in number compared with President of the Senate, lie then delivered
Gov. Davis announced his staff.as'follows :
Florida.
for whom field sports possess but moderate
10,478 in 1878, a decrease of 3820. B u t it a message, confining himself to State topics,
Brig. General Chas. W. Tilden of Castine,
A heavy thunder clap was heart 1 about half
attractions, and who, during the dull Win
is in the amount of liabilities that the decrease ignoring entirely, the present difficulties. Inspector General.
six o’clock, Wednesday morning, during the
ter months,feel much more at home in the past
is most marked. In 1878 tlie indebtedness The Fusionists then completed their organi
snow storm.
Col. Wm. S. Howe of Pittsfield, Assistant
capital than in the country. Many a lady
due by parties who failed was 234 millions of zation of the State government by electing Surgeon General.
»J« The ladies of the Universalis^ church are
whose husband hunts or shoots, or, by a not preparing to give an entertainment next month in
dollars, while in 1879 the liabilities were onl Prince A. Sawyer, Secretary ot S tate: Chas.
Col. Chas. A. Bailey, of Oldtown, Assisvery usual combination, does both, must be Farwell Hall.
98 millions.
A. White, Treasurer; William U. McLellan ant Judge Advocate.
as much bored, in her enforced solitude; as »$« Don’t forget the lecture in the Methodist
Attorney General; and M. M. Folsom, Ad
Col. Andrew M. Benson, of Portland, Aswas the queen in Itug Bias, with tho bulle course, by Rev. Mr. Forsythe, at the Methodist
( y The Fusionist Governor, Joseph L. jutant General.
$tant Commissary General.
cliureh this evening.
Smith, on Saturday, ordered the command
Saturday morning the~opinion of the Su Aids de Camp—John P. Richards of Gar tins which her royal husband sent her, from
There will be revival meetings, with a brief
ing officers of three companies of the Maine preme Court was received, which pronounced diner: JamesD. Maxfield, of Phillips; Hol time to time, on the state of the weather,
sermon by the pastor, at the First Baptist Church,
and
the
condition
of
the
game.
Formerly
militia, viz., the Portland Montgomery the Fusion Legislature an unconstitutional lis B. Hill of Auburn, Chas. Cobb, of Rock
a selection, once for all, had to be made, at this and to-morrow evenings.
Guards, Portland Mechanic Blues, and Bid body. That body met and after having ap land.
the beginning of Autumn, as ts whether 4«The officers of Aurora Lodge will be installed
deford Light Infantry, with their respective pointed a committee in each branch to take
next Wednesday evening. The memltcrs, with
The Union Hall Legislature met and spent
the Autumn and winter months should be ladies are requested to be present.
commands, to report at head quarters, at Au into consideration the situation of affairs and
the whole day in arguing about submitting
passed in London or in the country. Now »I«The new l>oiler, for tlie purpose' of heating
gusta, fully armed and equipped, on that day the question as to the constitutional organi
questions to the Supreme .fudges. It appears
with rations for three days to he paid for by zation of the Legislature, adjourned to 4
however, improved communications render Farwell Hall, has arrived anil will he placed ia
probable that a majority of the Senate favor
the State. Transportation to he furnished by o’clock, Monday afternoon.
it possible and easy to spend part of the position immediately by Mr. James Wight.
putting the questions to the Court, while
the Maine Central Railroad. The command
»J« The horse and sled of Henry Ellems were
The Legislature that organized on Mon majority of the House seem to be against it. cold season in town, and part out of town,
ers of the above named companies made no
day, with the election of Hon. Mr. Locke as Nothing definite was done. A. 1\ Gould and those who remain in the metropolis are pilled overboard at the five kilns last Saturday.
response to the order; hut. with all the oth President of tlie Senate, and Mr. W eeks, as
so liberally provided for in the way of en Fortunately tlie tide was up and the horse swam
Esq., is at Augusta advising the Fusionists.
er commanders of companies in the State, Speaker of the House, assembled in the re
tertainments of all kinds, that London, be across the dock to the beach.
He is said to be very strongly opposed
with the exception of the Oldtown Guards, spective halls at 2.15 P. M., Saturday. The
sides beingja very tolerable place of re ►£«Steamer Charles Houghton will make her
to submitting any questions .to the Judges;
last trip, for the season, to Mt. Desert and StiUitelegraphed Gen. Chamberlain, in reply to opinion of the Supreme Court, recognizing
fuge for those who cannot endure country
to-morrow, leaving Sullivan on Monday. She
but, if desired so to do, lie would prepare
an order from him, “ not to pay any atten- them as the legal Legislature was read, and the <iuestions. It is stated that he is now at life in Winter, is fast becoming an attrac will then go to Portland and haul up for the season.
tion to Special Orders No. 2 from Hon. Jo: the organization of the State government was
tive Winter city. For some years past the Steamer Hercules will take her place on the route,
work upon the questions.
eph L. Smith,” that they should continue to proceeded with. The committee on Guber
winter has been the great season in London aking one trip per week.
There were no signs of disturbance at Auobev tlie orders issued bv Gen. C.
for entering upon new theatrical enterpris
A North East snow-storm set in Tuesday af
natorial votes reported, and the House by a usta yesterday.
es, and for producing new plays. But on ternoon, continuing through the night. It was the
ballot of 88 votes for Daniel F. Davis, and
most severe one vet experienced. A large quantity
As some papers have misrepresented
the
serious
side
of
London
life,
the
present
87 for Bion Bradbury, sent those two names
of snow has fallen, but the wind drifted it badly
the state of affairs at the State House, Monday
intense and premature cold is adding an
L etter From W ashington
to the Senate, which body immediately elect
other to the many burdens which are al »{«Mr. Lawrence Barrett, wlio is now playing to
afternoon, the authorities desire to set the
crowded houses at tlie Park Theatre, Boston, will
ed Hon. Daniel F. Davis, Governor of the
W ashington, Jan. 18, 1880.
ready weighing heavily on this country.
matter right. The exclusion of the so-called
our city next month, presenting to our peo
State for the current political year. Mr. Da
Fusion Legislature was justified by informa
M r. E ditor :—The people of Washing After a summer which will be long noto ple Mr. W . D. Howell’s play, entitled “ Yorick’s
vis received all the votes east, 19 in number.
rious
for
its
immunity
from
sun
and
its
ex
tion received that they intended to sit right
Love.”
A convention of both branches was then ton, especially Republicans, and more especess of rain ; when wheat, already scanty,
along without adjournment. The city mar
»5« We don’t object to train people (or, whoever
formed, and the following gentlemen were :ially those from Maine, have been watchin* sprouted as it stood in the fields; when it is) opening our Boston Herald, because we know
shal and others ascertained from positive in
elected Executive Councillors, receiving 102 with inteuse interest the proceedings of the weeds grew so rank among the oats that that its contents are sound and will do them good;
formation that enlistments from the Fusion
votes e a c h :— First District—Roscoe L. Bow Farcical Fusion Government and bogus Lej many farmers, did not Lake the trouble to hut would like to have it folded back iu little bet
side had been going on for twenty-four hours
ers of Saco ; Second District—Fred. Robie islature in the State of Maine, and vvonde thrash them out, but cut them up into food ter shape.
in preparation for the event, and it was
the words of Cicero to Cateline,
The Hook & Ladder Company paraded yes
of Gorham : Third District—Joseph T. Iliukdeemed simply an act of common prudence
“ quern ad Jinum sese affrenata jactabit an for the cattle, there now comes this irun terday, with Singhi Band, and made a fine ap
to close the building to the public that after ley of Bluchill: fourth District—Willia daeia 2 ”—to what limit will thy unbridled frost, and the land is like reck, preventing pearance, their ranks being full. * Their levee in
Wilson of Hallowell: Fifth District—James
the sowingof the wheat for the ensuing year. the evening, at Farwell Hall was well attended
noon, to say nothing about the recognition by
G. Pendleton of Searsport. Sixth District— audacity thrust itself? How those Green- It is partly the farmers’ fault, for we have and every thing went oil' happily.
Governor Davis of a qnasi-Governor and a
backers and Democrats can go about with
Mr. W . H. Harrington has received some
qua si-Legislature. This plan was fully known Lewis Barker, of Bangor. Seventh District sober faces, or can look in the mirror without had six week’s continued fine weather, al
at the State House, and is now authoritative —Samuel N. Campbell, of Cherryfield. scowling at themselves, while they are con most without a drop of rain, during which plendiil oranges from Florida, which two weeks
Sumner
J
.
Chadbourne
was
chosen
Secre
igo
were
on the trees. They are in prime order,
they had ample time to clear the land and
ly made public that the people may under
tary of State, receiving 105 votes. After ducting such a barefaced fraud and humbug, get the wheat in. But, of course.lhe larger and came from Mr. George T. Crabtree’s place
stand that the State government had good
more
than
I
can
tell.
If
their
courage
which
lie
has named “ Roekland Grove.”
wards Me. Chadbourne, together with Messnumber having cleared their land, thought
reason for closing tlie House.
M r.E . K. Glover has purchased the house on
___________________
j rs. Barker, Bowers, Pendleton and Wilson were equal to their knavery, or to their folly, that the lino weather would last forever,
Masonic street, erected a few years ago and since
ivil war would end the affair, and they would (
The Lewiston Journal is one of the 1°* ^Ie ounc’l were qualified
and that they could wait f o r a little rain occupied by Mr. T. A. Wentworth. The price
A committee was appointed to wait upon pay the penalty of their wickedness in the and “ get it in heavy.” Poor men! they paid, we understand, was $1,000. It is the inten
most ably edited Republican papers ia this
dust
or
on
the
scaffold
;
but
they
have
none
have iwssed their chance, and now nothing tion of Mr. Glover to make some alterations and
State, and is noted for the large amount of the Governor-elect and request his attendance
news it furnishes daily to its readers, which j l°r the purpose ol being qualified. Soon al of the pluck of Cataline and his followers. but a diamond drill would penetrate the additions to it anil to occupy it himself.
Like Falstaff, they prefer to be live cowards
ter
the
Governor-elect
entered
the
hall
and,
Last Saturday Rev. Mr. Barrows, pastor of
is gathered from telegraph sources and i
rather than dead heroes, and well they might, ground, and the frost is apparently well set the First Baptist Church, found placed in his par.
in, ami likely to last till Spring. It is an ill
from its large list of State correspondents. i presence of the Convention took and subfor
it
would
be
the
madness
of
tolly
for
them
lor
a
Ijcautiful reclining chair. Where it came
wind that blows nobody any good. One from he could not imagine. On Sunday, he took
Three editions arc published of its daily is •ribed the oatlis ot office, which were ad
to shed the Jirst drop of their blood in such
sue, the first of which, the 11 o’clock issue ministered to him by Hon. Joseph A. Locke, a cause. I knew what stuff* they were made end of the commercial season rises on your occasion, from the pulpit, to thank the unknown
reaches subscribers on the K Cc L railroad j President ot the Senate, who made the^usual
of and I never feared that any fighting would side of tlie Atlantic as the other falls here. donor or donors.
Next Thursday evening the ladies of the Con
route by the afternoon train. The terms proclamation of tlie election of Hon. Daniel take place. The leaders of that bogus move Your breadstuff's will find a ready market
for daily edition are $7 per year. The F. Davis as Governor and Counnandcr-in- ment should be treated with the silent con and, in addition, I fancy that these de gregational Society will hold a fair in the «hapel
pressions in trade and agriculture will in of tbe church on School street, at which fancy
weekly edition, in quarto form, published Chief of the S ta te of Maine. Gov. Davis
tempt of all good citizens, and should be
articles will be offered for sale, and oysters, ice
then made the following address:
duce many, many men to trv their fortunes cream and other refreshments will l»c famished at
Thursdays, is $2 per year in advance.
made to feel that such disregard of the will
“ You meet under extraordinary circumstances.
in other lands, and naturally a due propor moderate prices. Admittance for adults 15 cents;
For nearly sixty years you and your fathers, repre of the people anil of honor and decency.sub
In the Superior Court at Portland, sentatives ot tlie ix*ople. have assembled to delib jects them to the odium anil displeasure of tion will seek America, and afford you fresh children 10 cents.
last Saturday, James N. Lowe was arraigned erate upon the wants of the commonwealth anil
assistance in the shape ot labor.
►F The remains of Louis A. Snow, son of Lieut,
enact its laws. In all these years the safeguards the general community. They should not
for the murder of his brother, Joseph A. thrown around a representative government have
The London papers seem to he not only and Mrs. A. S. Snow, who died quite suddenly in
find any welcome or congenial resting-place
proved
strong
enough
to
carry
our
good
State
safe
Washington,
D. C., last week, were brought to
Ix)we, at West Cumberland last September.
astonished, hu t a little alarmed at the ex
ly through every danger. Annually the .persons in Maine, till they repent of their folly and
He retracted his plea of guilty at the ex elected by the people have lieen summoned by tlie ilianie. Garcelon is, by some, compared to traordinary outflow of specie to America, this city, and interred last Friday from the resi
dence
of
his
grand-parents. I iis was a Itout
amination in the lower court, and pleaded proper authorities to meet and organize the legis
amounting, since the 1st of August last, to three years of age. His parents •eompanied the
lature. anti those defeated by the people have a ^Jackson, but tliat is a mistake of terms;
not guilty. Gen. Charles P. Mattocks was quietly submitted to the will of the majority.
about
$70,000,000,
and
sugge-t
that
the
remains
to
this
city.
it ought to be a ja cka ss ; such as I once saw
assigned as his council and he asked to have For the first time in our history this rule of the
Bank of England should raise the rate
»i« Saturday afternoon as Mrs. Edward Nixon
past has been reversed. Hence the unparalleled and described standing out and backing up
the plea withdrawn and a demurrer to the excitement and popular indignation. The organi
discount,
in
order
to
stop
the
drain
on
its
and her mother, Mrs. David Ingraham of Rock
against a hail storm, rather than be led or
sufficiency of the indictment filed, which zation of the legislature has, for that reason, been
vaults. It is not seen how such arbitrary land, were driving down Congress street, Portland
delayed.
driven under cover.
was granted by the conrt. The demurrer
Under snch cir?nmstances you have shown
action on the part of the Bank could have a boy threw a snow ball which struce the horse
The decisions of the Supreme court upon
causing him to run away. He collided with John
forbearance: You have kept strictly within
was then filed and it will be argued before great
tlie law. Coming from law abiding communities the two sets of questions, were able, patriot any considerable effect in diminishing the Bkules’ team, running a shall into the latter’s
the Law term at its session next July. you have waited till you can obtain the opinion of
depiction complained of. Wherever the horse, injuring him so severely that he had to be
ic
and
just,
and
will
immortalize
them
in
his
the court. That opinion has been rendered, and
Lowe was recommitted to jail.
to-day yon complete the organization of the F ifh’- tory for their lofty conception of law and balance is due, there the money must go, killed. Both ladies were severely injured.
ninth Legislature. Believing that this solution of
as air rushes in to fill a vacuum. All bal
The Boston Traveller, whose advertisement is
a difficult problem is a striking illustration of the justice. It is a vigorous assertion of the
ST The seventh annual meeting of the strength of republican government, where only spirit and sense of the laws in preference to ances of trade must ultimately be paid in published in our columns, ranks among the lead
ing
journals
of the country. Its editorial staff is a
majorities
can
rule,
aud
that
all
good
citizens
will
Menhaden Oil and Guano Trade was held joyfully hail it as such, 1 will only add that I the letter and quibble. Why should not our specie; promissory notes only delay the pay
in New York last week. The annual re shall take an early opportunity to express to you constitutions and laws, of all human produc ment, and tlie time-bill expedient affords strong one, and great care is taken to give all the
Importa
nt
news
stirring. Its “ Review of the
port showed that there are GOfactories, em my views upon State affairs.
tions, be most surely interpreted and execut but a temporary relief, like pouring warm Week,’ published in the daily edition of Satur
The regular Legislature—that is the body
water
into
one’s
boots
on
a
cold
day,
to
keep
ploying 1,206 men, with 2,296 engaged in
day,
also
in
the
semi-weekly
and weekly editions,
ed in accord with the intentions and meaning
the fisheries. The fish caught last year recognized by the Supreme Court—assemb of tlie framers? Rascals should be taught the feet from freezing. The Bank of Eng is well worth the price of the paper.
led
at
tlie
State
House
Monday
forenoon,
ac
land,
although
the
most
powerful
financial
aggregated 474,470,149, yielding 2,280,901
Rev. Mr. Blair, pastor of the Congregational
the lesson, that they cannot shield themselves
gallons of oil, a decrease of 1,000,000 gal cording to adjournment, 19 Senators and 86 behind mere technicalities or quibbles in the institution in the world, can afford no ef Church, gave notice last Sunday that he should
lons over the previous year. Prof. G. Represenatatives being present. Hon. II. B. laws. False or pretended interpretations to suit fective bulwark against the inexorable laws preach to the children next Sunday morning, and
follow it np once a month for the present.
Browne Goode of the United States Com Cleaves, of Portland, was elected Attorney the case and subvert the will of the people of trade. The “ OldLady ofThreadncedle should
As he is to be absent next Sunday, Rev. Mr. Pal
mission read a long paper on the history General, and Gen. George L. Beal, of Nor are even more dangerous and should most Street,” in attempting to resist the tidal mer of the Methodist Church will address the
and habits of the menhaden lish, and in way, Adjutant General. Both ot these gen surely fail. I believe that the answers of the wave of balances, by raising the rate of in children in the morning. In the evening there will
explanation of their absence for the second tlemen accepted, and were qualified. A Maine Judges will have a salutary effect terest, would bo as impotent as that other he a Temperance Praise Service, at which addresses
time from tbe coast of Maine, their head joint committee on State valuation was ap throughout the country, and cause a better old lady with her broom, trying to sweep will be delivered by several gentlemen.
quarters, he said it was owing to a decrease pointed. Messrs. Robie, Ilinkley aud Camp and more fair and equitable administration ot back the rising tide of the ocean. The great >J« The Quarterly Session of Knox ^District
fact, phenomenon we may call it, which Lodge, I. O. G. T., will be held with Fraternity
in the temperature of the water caused by bell .were qualified as Councillors, making law and justice everywhere.*
England and all the rest of the world must Lodge in this city, Wednesday, Feb. 11th. It
a deflection of the polar currents. He did the Executive Council complete. An ad
A conference of the Greenback and com recognize, is simply this: the United States will be a picnic session, although Fraternity Lodge
journment
was
then
taken.
not attribute the disappearance to the tur
will provide tea, coffee and some other refreshments
In the afternoon the Fusion Legislature, munist leaders was held here in Waslyngton, has suddenly become a creditor nation, by
tles in Maine.
Fraternity Hall, to all delegates and visitors.
such members as were then present at Augus at which Christian prayer and religion were the excess of her oxports over imports? So come with your baskets filled with such goodies
scouted and Kearney said that “ Secretary and, instead of sending ship-loads of gold as you think you may need. It is expected an
(3T* The Albany, N. Y. Evening Journal^ ta, attempted to enter the State House for the
Sherman ought to be hung;” and he con to Europe, to pay trade balances and in evening meeting will be held in one of the
a strong and leading Republican .paper,says purpose of holding a session. By order of
signed the old parties, especially the Re terest on loans, the ’current now flows in churches.
if the opponents of Gen. Grant want to Gov. Davis, Mayor Nash, of Augnsta, who
publican party to “ hell;” but when one of the other direction. In other words, the *I« The Gen. Berry Engine Company have so
make headway against his nomination as a commanded the police force at the Capitol
the Greenback brethren of Wisconsin, who golden tide, instead of flowing out, is flow cured the services of the Park Quartette, of Bos
candidate for President, they must find refused to admit them into tlie building. He
said he had just come from fighting the battle ing in, and no legislative action on the part ton, for their annual levee on February 10th. The
more cogent arguments than a resort to the also refused to admit Mr. Smith, the Fusion
Quartette comprises Miss Anna A. P ark, Comet
in Maine, took the stand and gave a history of financial institutions, or even of govern and Vioncello; Miss Gcorgie T. P ark, Comet and
anti-third term resolutions passed by Re Governor. The respective bodies of this
of the fusion steal of that state, iu exultant ments, can change the current. As natural Violin; Miss Nellie C. P ark, Alto Hom and Vio
Legislature
were
then
called
to
order
in
the
publican Conventions in 1875. The most
manner, it was too much even for Kearney, ly as water runs down hill, money flows la; John F. Park, Baritone and Violin; with
sincere and ardent supporter of those ex street, and adjourned to meet at Union Hall
and as soon as the doughty Springer sat down, through legitimate channels to liquidate the Miss Ulmar as a Soprano, and probably Mr. T. P.
pressions might with equal honesty and on Tuesday at 10 o’clock.
Ryder as accompanist. It is safe to say that the
A demand was made by Major Smith on lyearney arose anil gave him a stinging re- balances of trade between nations, as well concert will draw a large audience.
sincerity advocate General Grant’s election
now. If the opponents of General Grant Gov. Davis to deliver up the Executive of buke, by saying that he believed that every ;RS inj i viduals. If the commerce of the
There will be a grand A rt Entertainment at
want to make progress, they must find oth fice, and one by Mr. Sawyer on Secretary State should be allowed local self government; ^ jjOje ^yorld were as free as the winds and Farwell H all next Tuesday evening tor the bene
er grounds. There may be valid objections, Cliadbourne to deliver over the office of Sec in accordance with the will of the majority, in 1 waters, instead of being dammed and fit of the St. David’s Catholic Church, consisting
j dyked by the artificial locks and limits of qf vocal and instrumental selections, allegories
bqt this is not one. The whole question retary of State, both of which were, courte an honest ballot.
Messrs. Blaine, Morrill, Hale and others, (international tariffs, the balances of trade and dissolving views, under the management of Mr.
rests with the people. If they want Gen ously declined.
Treasurer White, on Monday, issued an should receive all praise for the noble manner \yould afford legitimate and truthful indica- A. L. Smith the well-known Stercopticiun of Bus-?
eral Grant, they will have him, aqd the
ton, who will bring here and exhibit the grand art
movement will he irresistible. If they order to the clerks in his office liQt to honor in which they have labored to thwart tlie tions of the aggregate industries of the entertainment of Messrs. Smith & Black, which
don’t want him, they will make it equally any denpuids for payiqent of monpy from the rascality and trickery, as well as unexampled world, representing the natural and honest has brought crowded houses wherever it has been
produced. The price of admittance will be 25 and
manifest. The people are going to decide treasury, emanating from or issued by author^ audacity of the fusiqnists. All fyouqr to Gen. condition of all civilised countries.
EmVAitu.
35 cents for adults and 15 cents for children,
ity of cither of the bodies now claiming to Chamberlain. Re hqs acted the part of n 1
this question.
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4* Mr. James C. Vose, while coming down the
Lindsey House steps yesterday morning, fell down
and badly broke his left thigh.
It was not
set until 4 o’clock in the afternoon, when Dr. Levensaler of Thomaston, and our City Physician,
Dr. Williams, were called, who attended to the
case and placed the shattered limb in position.
He w as then removed to Rowell's boarding-house,
where he is cared for by the Masonic fraternity of
this city and Thomaston. Though comfortable
as could l>e expected this morning, his situation
is precarious.
►J, Mr. Charles T. Wood,a quarry man at the En
gine quarry, Blackington’s Comer, was badly in
jured last Friday by a premature explosion of a
blast which had been fixed, the fuse o f which had
twice been ignited and had Hashed. Mr. Wood
was examining the blast, after the second failure,
when it unexpectedly exploded, throwing him
some distaucc and liadly injuring him. No bones
were broken but his face was badly lacerated and
it is feared he will lose the sight of one or both
o f his eyes. Mr. Wood is a repspected citizen, a
member of the Free Will Baptist Church, and has
t wo young children, his wife lieing dead.

that the -craftsmen have done their duty, and they
are fitted for the “ Great Temple ’* which they are
to support and adorn.
We certainly shouldn’t lack (for musical talent
when X'casion calls for it. A class of not less
than twenty are now under the efficient instruction
of Miss Minnie C. Tibbetts of your city.
Mr. W alter Coombs and wife, who left this
place about six months ago for Minnesota, arrived
here last Saturday. He didn’t find things quite
up to his expectations, and left with but few re
grets. Some of his younger relations, who left
here about the time he did, are likely to return,
but the older ones, who went more on account of
their health, will probably remain, as they find it
a very agreeable change from this climate.
Mr. and Mrs. E . C. Merriam are preparing to
remove their stock of millinery into the store re
cently occupied by the B. G. Co., known as their
dry goods department. Their usual excellent line
of goods will be enlarged, and we predict for them
a successful business.
Most of our trotting stock was out for an airing
on the old Harbor Pond, Saturday. The scrub
race for 10 bushels of oats was a pretty lively tus
sle. No great exhibition of speed was manifested
however.
The war appears to be over at Augusta, and
there doesn’t seem to be such anxiety for new
from that quarter as there was.

for many years, has resigned and Mrs. Mary
Morton has been appointed Postmistress. Mrs.
Morton has fitted up a front room in her hon
aJPostofflce . The office is centrally located, and
the appointment of Mrs. Morton gives general
satisfaction.
We had a few weeks o f very fine sleighing.
There has been just snow enough to make fine
sleighing in the woods, and the farmers have im
proved it in getting out large piles of wood. It is
a very ploasaut thing to see a large pile of wood
at a farmers door. It is indication of warmth and
good cheer in the house—besides,there is economy
in having plenty of good dry wood the year
round.
X.

M ONEY t o LO A N —On valuable watches and
solid gold jewelry. In suras, from Ten Dollars
up to hundreds’ Business strictly confidential.
R. B. B aynes, No. 225, Main Street, Rockland,
Me.
3w4.

at 7K o’clock. T he members of A urora Lodge wit!
ladies are requested to be preseat without further no
tice.
When you visit or leave New York City, save
Per Order of Committee of Arrangements.
Baggage’Expressage and Carriage Hire, and stop
lw S
ENOCH DAVIES, Secretary.
at G rand Union H otel, nearly opposite Grand Cen

tral Depot. 350 elegant rooms reduced to S I and
upwards per day, European Plan. Elevator. Res
taurant supplied with the best. Horse Cars,
Stages and Elevated Rail Road to all Depots.
Travelers can live better for less money at the
Grand Union, than at any other first-class Hotel
in the Citv.
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DRAMATIC WIGS TO L8T!

Wednesday Evening, Jan . 28th, 1880,

IM P O R T A N T .

D E L IC IO U S

HAIR G O O D S !
L A D IE S ’ TO P P IE C E S , S W IT C H E S, P U F F S,
CUR LS, P IN A F O R E W A V E S, Ac.

M R S.

2 3 9 M a in St.,

-

W.

H . H a r r in g to n !

These Oranges have been only two weeks oft*
the trees and arc by far the finest ever brought in
to Rocklaud.

lyfil

All of the Choicest FRUITS in their
Season!
The Ilolmah Liver Pad is the only genuine, and
positively cures us advertised.
Iy2®

IV E L tV E P IIJ L S .
For the cure of ail forms of nervous disorders arising
from indigestion, including headache, sleeplessness,
palpitation of the heart, confusion o f thought, deter
mination o f blood to the head, failure of memory, &c.,
tliis remedy is warranted to cure cases of long stand
ing. Sent post-paid to any address upon receipt of
ONE DOLLAR.

GEO. F. CHASE & CO.,

ALSO A FIXE f

BOSTON, MASS.
S. For Females this is an invaluable remedy.

G tR O O E R I E S ,

POROUS

C A P C IN E

PLASTER'

R ocklan d. TAat the public may be protected against Intimidation and Fraud we specially caution

Raised by Mb. G force T. Crabtree and shipped
direct to

W a n te d .
Sherman & Co., Marshall, Mich., want an agent in
Dr. W. A. Albee started for New York Tuesday
this county at once, at a salary of $ 100 per month ana
morning.
expenses paid. For full particulars address as above.

B E N S O N S .-.

G IO F R A V ,

FLORIDA ORANGES

U N IO N .

Our representative, Mr. Warren Hills, is at
Lome for a few days.
Two deaths have occurred in this community
the past week.
A masked Iwll will lie held the 22nd at Eagle
Hall.
C. D. Simmons received Tuesday, from Leroy
Z. Collins, a tborongh-bred St. Bernard pup. Mr.
Collins is the only owner iu America of full-bloodcd St. Bernards.
iss Ada Russell, a very promising young lady
cd away Wednesday, after an illness of little
more than a year.
Miss Azclia M. Collins, eldest daughter o f the
late Zuinglius Coil ins, was united Thursday evet, in the presence of a smnll circle of rela
tives to Mr. Alford W . Pike o f Holliston, Mass.
Friday morning the happy pair left lor Holliston.
Miss Collins is a very estimable young lady.beivetl by all. She has always lieen an active
orker in the M. E . Church of which she was a
member. Nor did she confine her good deeds to
that church alone. She will lie missed by young
and old. Her many friends unite in wishing her
all the happiness she anticipated.

M A S O N IC .
HE Officers elect of A urora Lodge F. & A. M. will

T be publicly installed on

all purchasers of
B E N S O N ’S C A B C IN E PO R O U S P L A S T E R S
to see that the word CAPCINE on each plaster is spelled correctly. Do not allow some
other plaster to be palmed off under similar sounding names, with the assurance that
it is the same thing or as good. Bear in mind that the only object sttek a vendor can
have is the fa d that they can buy imitations at half the price o f the genuine, and they
hope by this substitution to gain a small additional profit.
SE A B U U Y Jt JO H N S O N , P h a r m a c e u tic a l C h e m is ts . N ew Y o rk .
NEW

A D V E R T IS E M E N i S.

AGENTS READ T H IS !

4w«

M R S . L Y D IA E . E IN K H A M ,
OK

L Y N N , A LA SS.

We want an Agent in this County to whom we will :
pay a salary of $100 per month and expenses to sell our ,
wonderful invention. S a m p le fre e . A ddretunl nnct*
SHERMAN
CO., Mak .su. kli., Michigan .
I)4 w6 I

•J* The ten-hour W alking Match, which was in
First-C lass T e a s and Coffee
progress when our last week’s ib.suc went to press,
CALL A ND TR Y T U E M .-e , 4wS
BOTANIC BALSAM
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
— Ring’s Vegetable Ambrosia restores gray hair to
was concluded at 11 o’clock Thursday evening.
Id by all Druggists
ill n o t
its original color, prevents the hair from falling out,
id Dealt at 3 5 c .a n d *75c. S a m p le
Haney dropiKtl out after making 11 miles; Ruel,
and is one of the finest dressings for the hair in the
b o ttle x . 1 0c
r
............
D0R6AMS 13-iop».3 «'t lte.-.l.,2 Kn,
market. Parsons, Bangs & Co., Wholesale Drug’ts. lySfi
after making 17 m iles; Savage, after making 23
----------- Stool, Book, only S98.tf9**Holidny Sew s. W lf f f f l r H B of F . W . K IN S M A N is blown in thi
Trade supplied by GE'
miles; and Ross, after making 30 miles. In the C A M D E N .
r FREE. Address OAM’L F. BEATTY. WASHINGTON, H.JF glass of the bottle.
IMw6
GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Ma
P olitical .—On Saturday last a large number
evening, Toole, after scoring 4f> miles, dropped
TS W A N T E D For the Best and Fastest-Sell
out, leaving Cories s, H ail well and Young to con- of our citizens were seen collected in small comA«-inEN
g Pictorial Books and Bibles. Prices reduced
cent. National Publishing Co., l’hilu., Pa.
4w3
tend i r the prize.-. Corless look the first prize, panies upon the streets and in the stores, discuss$40 and the State championship, making 54 m iles,<jng topics of seemingly deep interest. Upon ent N ew B<
D is c o v e r e r o f
We will send our E lectro -Voltaic B elts and other
• illustrations, 200 pages; price $1.00 Electric Appliances upon trial for 30 days to those auf7 laps. Hartwell made 52 miles, 14 laps.and took i quirv we found that the Supreme Court’s
ell 15 copies daily. Park Pub. Co . Hart- ering from N e r v o u s D e b ility , Rheumatism, ParulD E N T IS T .
ond prize of $20. Young took the third cision upon questions submitted had becu heard
is or any diseases of tlie Liver or Kidneys, an<l
All branches of dentistry fuithfully attended io at
prize of $lo, having made 51 miles and 10 laps. from ; and from that | time, up to the present
a n y o t h e r d ise a se s. A Sure Cure guaranteed »r no
V E R Y R E A S O N A B L E P R I C E S . T eeth extract
.Mailed Tree for 35 Cts. pay.
Address VOLTAIC BELT CO.,Marshall,Mich..
The audience was veiy large and orderly.
ed without pain by N itrous Oxide Gas. G reat reduc
writing, every item of news is eagerly sought
tion in the price.of artificial teeth. Satisfaction guar
gx
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y
»
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wt>ur.inrzp/Al«a
Dimpflli*for,
and
when
received
commented
upon
accord
Rev. Mr. Barrows last Sunday gave the fol
J j A r t a
! wlthoni I’ATgXTKDSAFETY AI
anteed.
the positive cure
lowing statistic.- of Sunday Schools in this city. ing to the prejudices of the different opinions.
H A B ars
TACUMEXT.
a A jy j
May U»e any lump or burner.
Cor. M a in an d W in te r Sts.
■
I'r-vruta drlppim; ati.l heatinr.
The numlier of pupils not including the Episcopal
During all the excitement, in which the feeling
For all Female Complaints.
—_ _ —w—w ---------- 1 Rend (or ■amplea,wltb alta ol colla
and the Catholic Schools, is 1280, divided as fol- has lieen intense on both sides, the Republicans
...
.7 1 I .Imthof your lamp.
5. S. Newtonjs Safety Lamp Co..
Female W eakma^es, so common to our best female
claiming that a great wrong lias been perpetrated, H O P E .
population, arc generally manifested bv the uneasy,
Factory and Office, Binghamton, N. Y.
According to usages of polite society, I have
A _. M . A V S T L X ,
First Baptist; Supt. F. M. Shaw; number o f aud a majority of the fusionisls sustaining the ac
restless sensation (of the patient.
The stomach
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been
told,
(as
I
am
country
bom
and
bred
1
am
and
nervous system are all sympathetically disordered
tion of the ex-Govemor and council, not one ex 
D E N T IS T .
scholars, 425.
in most diseases of uterus. There is also a dull, heavy
Free Baptist; Supt. A. J. B ird; numlier of pression have wc heard from either party looking not supposed to know) upon entering the presence O FFIC E O V E R T . A. W ENTW ORTH’S STORE.
pain constantly felt in the lower portion of the back,
B E R R Y B LO C K .
or a severe burning uml sharp paiu that is almost un
to any other than a peaceable solution of “ M aine’s of strangers, one should doff their hat, aud make
scholars, 225.
endurable; a soreness through the loins, pubis or
D entistry In all Its branches prom ptly attended to
g e tn b lo re m e d y
politest liow ; so please imagine it here. Af
Methodist; Supt. J. F. H all; numlier of M uddle.” It is true that W. in the Camden Her
lower portion of the abdomen, and through the upper
______ ________. n( cura of CoilBUmpa t REASONABLE PRICES.
ter
this
self
introduction
I
shall
presume
I
am
tion
J3ronehius,('atarrh.Asihma#nd
all
Throat,
portion of the thighs; nausea in the stomach is of rreald, in dressin g down the clergy of the State for
scholars, 215.
f f Teeth extracted without pain, by the us
nd Lur.g Affections. Also u ^ io s ltiv o a n d
quent occurrence; paiu and giddiness in the head, a
Cedar-street Baptist; Superintendent, John Fo the position they occupy in this struggle, said that among acquaintances, and take my place at tlie N itrous Oxide Gas.
sense
o f confusion o r weakness, and constant running
F o r t h e Y ea r E n d in g D e c e m b e r 3 1 , 1 8 7 9
iNcnoua Complaints, irJkfcA has been tested - .
Rockland Jan. 1, 1879.
foot
of
the
line
of
scavengers,
gathering
up
such
from one or both eyes sometimes follow as a sympa
they as a class, “ are Pharisaical,” and oue of our
garty; nutnlier o f scholars 150.
thoueanils off eii.ies. ltecipc. with full dir ctions|
thetic symptom o f diseased uterus, and with the
(in German, French, or English) for prepar
Vniver-aii-t; Supt; Supt. Z. Pope Vose; num- esteemed clergymen in the union prayer meeting articles as will tie of use to readers, to instruct or
fr
e
e
o
f
charge
ing and using, sent by mail
weakness ol tlie muscles there is a constant bearing
Jon receipt of stamp. 1'lease name this paper.
down pain, a pulling from the bowels that renders it
last Sunday said that “ the pharisees would not
lier of scholars, 140.
IW.W.SHERAR.149 Powem'Blftck,Rc shestar.N.Y.
very painful to walk or stand any length ol' time.
Amount Insured..................................8 4 -1,735.519 Ci)
We have had about five weeks good sledding,
Congregational; Supt. W .S .D . H ealy; nuin- sit with the republicans.” But no harm has grown
Premiums
Received............................
8
2
9
,1
1
5
OC
and
such
of
our
fanners
as
have
had
sleddiug
to
out of these expressions. They only show the di
licr of scholars, 125.
L Y D la. E . P IN K H A M ’S
rection of the human mind under pressure ol ex do, have improved it. It is a good sign when yon
Boston Ma iiix :: I xsihaxce Company. The
citing topics. But upon one point both parties are see a large pile of wood in the farmer’s door-yard.
year just c l .- d , although far from successful gen
Premiums earned and term in a te d ....
$750,759 51
News has lieen received of the death of Joseph
V
EG
ETA B LE COMPOUND
agreed, so far as we have heard any expression
erally to marine insurance companies, has been to
Interest and other items........................
35,657 36
given, viz. that it tlie Smith legislature goes to Pendleton, of Council Bluffs, Iowa. This was his
this company attended with the usual success.
is a positive cure for those painftnl complaints aud
Portland to run a government, that our Camden native town, also that ol his wife, Miss Mary
clock r . M., at tin- Bay Vi
House, in Camden,
More than $100,000 net profits ^ rc shown, of
weaknesses peculiar to women. I restores the bloodi
Wright. They went west nearly forty years ago.
$786,416 ‘
representative will go with them.
to its natural condition, direct, the vital power aright
« o f lib .• schooner John James.
which $50,000 lias lieen paid in dividends and the
C o n s ta n tly o n H a n d
e was the son of Deacon Job Pendleton.
strengthens tlie muscles of the uterus, lifts it into
W onderful P rophesy .—In the farmers almanac
'*
Robert Ripiey..
CONTRA,
balance added to its surpnls. W ith cash capital
place, and gives it tone and rtrengtk so th a t the care is
Mr.
C.
D.
Barnes
intends
leaving
for
Ohio
in
a
T
ill
be
sold
subjeet
to
all
legal
liaertv
for 1880, against Jan. 16, and 17, is found this re
lo sses paid and nnpuid, including all
ist it, hii’h wil, be explained at time and T e a s , C o f f e e , M o l a s s e s , radical and entire. It strengthens the back and pelvis
o: >•'.•■.hh), and net surplus of $201,047,69, they
region; it gives tone to the whole nervous system; It
markable prediction. “ With violent electrical dis few days to spend the rest o f the winter.
place
of
salt
show assets o f $701,047,69, after deducting all
known and supposed losses, return pre
jeatores displaced, organs to their natural position.
A
lady
in
this
vicinity
has
had
a
letter
from
T
.
P.
PIERCE.
Aflrfgnee.
turbances.” Who can doubt but that the compiler
That feeling of bearing down, cau9iDg pain, weight,
CHAS. K. MILLER, Auctioi
miums, re-insurance, taxes, rebates and
liabilities real and conceivable, including all known
and headache, is always permanently cured by its
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u
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r
s
,
S
p
i
c
e
s
,
had in view the excitement at Augusta on those two Noah B. Dunton of Nevada, written Dec. 25th,
Rockland, Jan ’y 3, 18*0.
or supposed losses, and the cost at 100 per cent,
all other expenditures............................... $676,870 06
lying the fall of snow was as great at that time
days, only the printer made a mistake in spelling
The patients, who could before walk but a few steps,
o f re-insuring all outstanding risks. The annual
; at any time last year, and coming every day.
C om m issioner’s N otice.
Net gain far the y ear...................................
106,546 81
and with great pain, can, after the use of this remedy,
electrical for electoral.
report of the company lor 1879 places it among
walk several miles without discomfort. I t permeates
Our
society
was
only
represented
in
the
Penob
A ll S orts.—There have lieen large quantities
every
portion o f the system, and gives new life and
the very first in the country in point o f success.
$786,416 87
vigor. I t removes Dyspepsia, Faintness, Flatulencv,
of wood and hay brought into town from the sur scot Valley Association, by its President and wife
reive and examine the claims of creditors against the
destroys all cravings for stimulants, and relieves weak
—Mr. and Mrs. J. II. Hobbs.
There arc two articles manufactnred in this rounding country during tlie few weeks past.
estate of P, P. ROBINSON, late of St. George, de
P h y s ic ia n & S u rg e o n ,
ness
of
stomach. I t will cure entirely the worst
Cigars, Tobacco, cases of the
ceased, represented insolvent, give notice that six <¥ all Descriptions.
city which arc of general benefit to the public, and
Col. E . A. Prue leaves for England the 24 inst
Failing of tlie Uterus, Leucorrhcca, Painful
Mr. James JSwan lias moved his wagon repair
S T A T IS T IC S .
CAM O EN
.
.
.
M A IN E ,
months aae allowed to s:dd creditors to present and
Menstruation, Inflammation or Uiremtlon. Irregulari
alrea ly h a' done a world o f good, not only here ing shop into the place recently occupied as a W A R R E N .
Foreign and Domestic F ruits, Station ties,
A mount insured since organization........$203,215,721 00 prove tlieir claims and they will be in
Floodiag.etc.
F o r the core of Kidney Complaints
son H all’s office on
b at all over the country wherever they have been paint shop by Fred. Alders who has lieen appoint
of either sex this compound is unsurpassed.
We learn of several eases of scarlet fever iu
ery, N uts of all kinds, &c., &c.
Premiums received since organization.... 4,463,406 24 May 22, 1880, a t on
tried. We refer to the Syrup of Ccdron and Miss ed light keeper on Negro Island,and moved to that
I t is impossible for a woman, after a faithful course
purpose.
Losses
incurred
since
organization...............
2,460,002
53
of treatm ent with this medicine, to continue to have
N ELSON HALL.
Sawyer’s Salve, which arc prepared and put up place.
Another smelt weir lias lieen added to our river.
weakness of the uterus, and thousands o f women to
T H O M A S T O N , M A IN E ,
W H ITN EY LONG.
here by Wiggin & Co. The Syrup o f Ccdron
day cherish greatful remembrances of the help derived
The dancing class had an extra last Friday eve This would indicate that the present fish laws do Devotes his atte n tio n to the PR A C T IC E o f MEDI Average annual earnings on capital,. . 16 24-100 per c t.
St. George, Jan. 1, 1880.
3m6
from the use of this remedy.
is coming into general use for the relief it affords ning, at which there was a large company.
CIN E and SURGERY.
not prohibit the catching of smelts in weirs.
O- Residence and Office. Levensalcr Block |AIain
those who are troubled with coughs and colds, and
A SSETS.
Rev. W inthrop Thomas, who was stricken with
A party of young ladies visited Union on Sat Street.
Price S 1 .0 0 per B o ttle.
a. pndit-i»oscd to consumption. Miss Sawyer’s paralysis, while in the Baptist pulpit, last year, urday the I7th inst. They speak in liigh lerms of
Cash with banks and bankers.......................$256,575 03
Salve is known the world over, for its valuable died at his residence on Mountain street, last Sun the hospitalities of the Burton House.
Country produce bought and sold for
$200,000 U. 8. Bonds....................................... 209,750 00
Sold by all D ru gg ists.
curative effects. The demand for these |articlcs is day morning. Funeral on Thursday, at 1 ,1’.M.
The first lecture in the series of six was given in
Cash.
75,000 City of Boston bonds.........................
86,625 00
B IR T H S .
rapidly increasing, and the prices are put so low
The Universalist society arc anticipating getting Glover Hall on Monday evening by Rev. Francts
27,000
City
of
Cambridge
bonds..................
28,890
00
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a- to bring them within the reach of everybody. up some kind of a dramatic entertainment soon.
W . Bakcman of Auburn. Mr. B. is a forcible
b e fo re p u c h u s in g e ls e w h e re .
[Notices of Births and Marriages inserted free, hut $0,000 Boston Sc Albany R. R. bonds.......... 24,400 00
No household should be without them.
Some of our boat builders arc busy in that speaker and handed his subject in a very able and
when sent by mail should always he accompanied by 10,000 City of Bangor bonds..........................
10,500 00
G e n eral A g en ts,
line.
pleasing manner.
Vox.
the nam eof the sender, as a guarantee of authenticity.)
A g ents for La Belle Copying
10,000 Merchandise National Bank................ 10,000 00
Many o f our citizens are interested in prospect
B ook and In k.
I i| tl je
C o u ijtv .
117
&
119
M I D D L E S T .,
ing and mining. We hear a Hying rum or that one
F E B R U A R Y M A G A Z IN E S .
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bonds......................
5.425
00
Iu this city, Ja n . 9th, to Mr. aud Mrs. C. E. Rising,
Lodi a n d K itch en M ineral S oap.I
of our poor but industrious citizens has discovered
P eteilsox’s M agazine for February is already 1 h /c a m d e n , Ja n . 4th, to Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Keene, a Loans secured by first mortgage..................... 30,012 30
PO RTLA N D .
lyS
some rich orc.
n our table, ahead, as usual; and is even more ' bo...
Loans on call secured by collaterals.............. 44,870 SO
T H O M A ST O N ?
An old soldier was on the street last Tuesday beautiful, in some respects, than tlie January one.
I" Camden, Jan9th, to Mr. and Mrs. Tobias WadaPremium notes.................................................. 344,824 51
Wc omitted to mention that on New Year’s day, evening wrapped in an arm y overcoat. The en Thc double-size colored fashion plate; the illus- worth, a daughter.
Balance in New York and Montreal Branch
Miss Emma Counce, Miss Lucy Allen, Miss Katie quiry went around if he was enlisting tramps to trated story “ Alice Gray’s T ria l; ” and some new
and exquisite designs in Japanese embroidery, in
Flint, Miss Alice Gates and Miss Carrie Counce go to Augusta.
Offices........................................................... 38,177 97
cluding a colored pattern, arc amoug these. * The
AND
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R
R
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.
held a reception at the residence o f B. W . Counce,
i on account, accrued interest, and other
Our concert band made arrangements to have a stories arc all remarkably good. Mi’s. Burnett’s
Esq. They provided nice refreshments for the ball last Tuesday evening, but owing to the storm “ Fair Barbarian,” is continued, and is brighter
items............................................................. 71,376 15
than ever. “ Lost,” by Mrs. Ann S. Stephens, is
BOSTON
T
RAVELLER,
occasion and had a large num ber o f callers, to
In Uuion, at the residence of the bride's mother,
was postponed to this, Thursday evening.
Mrs. J . A. Collins, by Rev. B. M. Mitchell, Mr. Alfred
gether with a very pleasant time. We hope to see
A one story shed roof 15, by 45 feet addition, is have so
W . Pike, of Holliston, Mass., and Miss Azella M. Col$1,211^427 16
S E M I-W E E K L Y .
o ________
this custom kept up, and become more universal being built on the north side o f the woolen mill, useless to do it again. W c can imagine
nothing
of Un|,
better in the way of a lady’s magazine. When we “ in Brookly, N Y-, Jan. 15th, by Rev. J. O. PeckJD.
among our jieople.
extending out over the water.
remember that it contains, every year, about 1000 l>„ at tlie residence oftht bride’s parents, Stephen C.
A party ol' seventy or more, teachers and schol
L IA B IL IT IE S .
They are now working some wool in this mill pages; 14 superb-steel engravings; 12 double-sized Burge«» and H attie, daughter of Jam es M. Brookfield,
ars in the Saliliath School of Rev. Mr. Applebce,
colored steel fashion plates; 12 Berlin, or other Esq., all of Brooklyn. No cards.
' Losses due and unpaid ....................................
N one.
hich came from Asia.
colored
patterns;
and
some
900
wood
engravings,
of the Methodist Church of South Thomaston
I
All
known,
reported
and supposed losses...$106,36 2 94
The Good Templars had a sociable last Monday the wonder is how so much, and of such exeelcame upon a sleigh ride on Saturday last and evening, and a very pleasant time.
PremiunsB on all risks not terminated, at 100
lence.
can
be
given
for
only
two
dollars
a
year.
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visited the Maine State Prison.
And to clubs the prices are even lower. Prem iper cent....................................................... 404,0**6 53
NEW FEATURES PROVIDED!
Ex-Gov. Garcelon was in town on Sunday as S O U T H T H O M A S T O N ,
, t<x), are given to persons for getting up clubs.
Every lady ought to take this magazine, no mat
Nice snow storm we bad last Tuesday!
the guest of Warden Tolman.
[Notices of Death* are inserted free, bu t obituary N et surplus as regard policy-holders.......... 701,047 69
what else she ta k e ;: it seems to us it must be notices,
Capt. John Robinson is making extensive re ter
Ship Harvey Mills, Capt. Warren F . Mills,
beyond tlie date, name and age, must be paid
Y o u w ill alw ays fin d on hand
indispensable.
Now is the time to subscribe. for t the rate of 5 cents a line. Poetry 6 eta. per line.]
T he Boston (Semi* Weekly) Traveller was established
sailed from S.m Francisco on the lltli inst, for pairs upon his schooner “ Pearl."
$1,211,427 1C in 1824, and the American (Weekly) Traveller in 1833, a fu ll lin e o f th e above goods.
Specimens are sent, gratis, to those wishing to get ___ __________ ___ — --------I
Li'
jol.
The ride to Rockport was participated in by upcltibs. Back numbers from January can always ---------;
t „«. a
I
and have both enjoyed a large and continually i
lasupplied.
Address,
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Peterson,
30«
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Wellington.
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C..
.I«";
13tl.,
in s circulation among the best homes o f New*England. Also Broom s, Brushes, Pails,
The
fleet of Orient Lodge No. 16 of Free about fifty ladies and gentlemen. Every thing ChestaSt Street, Philadelphia,
.on o f Lieut. A. 8. and F « n le M. bnow, o f ltd. city,
It is w ith confidence that we now invite public
and Accepted Mason.- were installed by R. W . was done by the proprietor to help make it plcasTubs, Glass W a re , Confection
aged 3 years and 10 daytioa to our arrangements for tlie New Year.
o f Sarah E. ,
John C. Levensalcr indue and ancient form at aut. We advise all who wish to enjoy a day, to
A OAHU.
ery, &e., as low as the lowest.
„ __ _ _ .rs/4 m onthi. I
The American Traveller for 1880,
their Lodge room on Tuesday evening 20th. as drop in and see the nicely famished rooms of the
The member? of Hamilton Lodge I. O. of G. T .,
At Clark's Islaud, Jan. 18th, it child of Mr* and Mrs. ' Certificates issued payable in Sterling, nt CountingWill preserve its character as a carefully compiled and
follows:
of Rockland, desire to extend to Knox Lodge I. j Geo. W atts, aged about 3 years,
Carleton House.
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general
in
O. of G. T., o f Thomaston, their sincere and heart- QAt Clark’s Dl»ml, .Ian. n th , Marsaret^daushter of houac of
terest.
II. G. Copeland, W . M.
We learn that our people are to be treated with felt obligations, for llie friendlv and cordial liinii- Walter awl Margaret
aged 3 .yeara,
. ~ McXaughwn,
.
.....
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M e s s r s . B A R IN C B R O S .
Designed fur family reading, it will not e n ter, into
<&. C O .,
A. O. Tobie, S. Wa concert consisting of vocal and instrumental m u
editorial discussions’of vexed national questions. It
will, nevertheless, present a full and fair epitome of
sic, by Mrs. Libbic Clark C ushing,of Thomaston,
John T. Rider. J. W.
L o n d o n , E n g la n d .
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Boston, Mass., J i n . 12th, of consumption, Sarah
should
the
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ever
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the
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and several of her pupils. No doubt she will be will be oulv too gladly reciprocated.
Tlios. W . Dunn, Treas.
trial, commercial and social importance.
G. McColley, of Rockland, aged 69 years.
The Review of the week, which has long been univer
greeted with a full house.
E .O . Cushing, Sec.
In Thomaston, of apoplexy, Jan. 19th, Mrs. Jan e L.,
P er Order Com.
D IR E C T O R S.
sally recognized as the most comprehensive, intelligent,
widow of the late Thomas J . Rider, aged 70 years, 4 ,
Report is abroad that we arc to have another
Chas. E . Hastings, S. D.
and historically valuable summary of the world’s do
The
T
ribune
Almanac
and
Political
Register,
the
old.
ant^
s
.
C.
BLANCHARD.
H
.
J
.
BOARDMAN.
ings,
■uitl still be carried on witli the same painstaking
town meeting in relation to the Spruce Head •t publication of that character in the United'States,
Chas. B. Abbott, J. 1).
acenracy as heretofore.
JO SE PH NICKERSON. F. H .O D IO R N K .
IL IL Bucklin, S. S.
bridge.
has long been prized for tlie accurate character of its i
Agniaultural Affairs will be specially dealt with by
iatlcs.
I
t
has
a
National
reputation,
and
is
I
competent
w riters; and the New England farmers and
A. N. Bucklin, J. S.
B. McNEAR.
FRA N K B. DOLE.
We hear a great deal of talk of late about our
ense manual of American politics, intended
gardeueM will find in this department much valuable
N. H. Lcnfcst, Tyler.
State valuation, a matter in which every citizen of for accurate use bvp»|prnctical public. T he Almanac for
FRA N K N . TH A Y ER. THOMAS IL LORD.
TENDER ST O R E ,
news, a t well as many serviceable suggestions.
1880
is
now
ready,
and
contains
many
material
im
Mr.
B
eedier’s
sermons, as revised by tlie pen of the
Rev. William Walker, Chaplain.
So. Thomaston is interested. Our town has had provcinents on former issues. To the politician it is in 
W . H. KINSMAN.
JA M ES L IT T L E F IE L D .
PO RT O F B O JK ^ A N D .
Plymouth pastor himself, and published in no other
Levi Morse, M arshal.
to earn’ an nnjust valuation since 1870 duable as well as indispensable, especially in view of
New
England
paper,
will
regularly
appear.
R. B. FULLER.
GEORGE H INM AN.
ic approaching Presidential contest. It has been
‘ Aglia’6” N ew York Letter,which is conceded every
Schooner Cassie Jameson, Capt. William A. through the carelessness of some one, we know compiled
A r r iv e d .
THOMAS D A NA.
by Edw ard McPherson, a statistheiau of Na
M. F . PICK ERIN G .
W here you will always find a full as
where to be one o f the most racy and brilliant,
S p e e r’s P o r t G ro p e W in e,
Pressey, is loading ice nt Edgecomb for Baltimore. not who. At the time of the mistake the town tional reputation, who has conducted tlie series for sev A r 16th, schs Florida, Grant, L ynn; Pallas, French,
refined and truthful commentaries on the doings of
eral
years.
The
price
remains
as
before—twenty-fiv
Boston;
Fleet
Wing,
Maddocks,
do;
U
S
Rev
Steam

_e metropolis, is a new feature, which needs only to sortm ent of Fresh and Salt Fish, Oys
She. will probably he ready for sea to-day.
sent Capt. Henry Spalding and Mr. Ephraim
the er Woodbury, Dean, from a cruise; 17th, schs
■be read once to be heartily appreciated.
BOSTON O F F IC E .
Shi]) Belle O’Brien, Capt. William T. O’Brien, Dean to Augusta to try and have it rectified.
Laura E Messer, Gregory, Rockport; G W Baldwin.
Original and Selected Stories, lively but not objec ters, Clams, &e.
ineyurds, is a rich heavy-bodied 1’ort, t
addrei
i-ipt of the I Lewis, Boston; U 8 Rev Steamer W oodbury, W arren,
tionably seiisatiomtl will be presented in each issue.
arrived at Norfolk from Liverpool 15th inst., They were gentlemen who thoroughly knew their any
weddings, and parties os an evening wine, and by
price, and all orders will receive immediate attention.
t y Oysters furnished to parties at for
Commercial Affairs will receive regular attention
ladies and weakly persona for strengthening; also the
where -lie will again load with cotton on return business in this respect, and both of them labored
anti will include stock, bond, shipping, market, rail short notice.
principal wine for communion purposes.
5
j
R
.
B.
F
U
L
L
E
R
,
P
r
e
s
id
e
n
t
.
voyage.
road and mining reports, collected from the mo6t re
faithfully to have the injustice righted, hut were
Baby S aved!
T H O S. H . L O R D , S ec r e ta r y . liable authorities and carefully edited.
S a ile d .
Ship Samuel W a tts Capt. William J. Lermond informed :that the town must bear it until the
e are so thankful to say that our baby was
S p e e r’s P . J . S h e rry ,
“ Old W orld Echoes.” being a column of entertain
Sid 16th, Herald, W alker, Boston; Annie Myricki
was all ready to sail from San Francisco on the 15tli next valuation, which takes place this year. W permanently cured of a dangerous and protracted
ing articles specially translated for the Traveller from
« -.r. o w n ----- -r.------ Boston; R fi
irregularity of the bowels by the use of Hop Bit ,
tne leading French, German aud other Continental pa
inst, lor Queenstown.
now hold that we m ust lie relieved, and we look ters by its mother, which at the same time restored
N E W YORK O F F IC E ,
Messer, Bird,
pers, descriptive of European men, manners and
Ship Santa Clara, Capt. William J . ^Tobcy, a r - ! to our representative to do all in his power to right her to perfect health and strength.—The Parents,
N
C o lu m n s o f Literary Miscellany, including fashion
2w7
rived at Ran Francisco, Jan 10th, in 130 days the wrong. Our Selectmen have ^instructions to Rochester, N. Y. ^See another column.
and society gossip, poetry, and choice home reading
D O M E S T IC P O R T S .
from Philadelphia. She made the run from the present the case before the proper parties a t Au
for the home circle, scrupulously winnowed of all of
S p e e r’s P . J . o r P e d ro J . B ra n d y .
Truth and Honor.
fensive matter, will also go out with every number.
N E W YORK—Cld 15th, D Ellis, Torrey, for N or H E R B E R T F U L L E R ............. V ic e P r e sid e n t.
Cajies of Delaware in 128 days, and made the land gusta, and .will do so at the earliest practicable
T he publishers of tlie American Traveller will aim
Q u e r y W h a t is the best family medicine in folk.
on Friday the 16th, at noon, off Point Pedro, dur time.
Passed through Hell Gate 15th, schs Laconia, Crock W A R D W ILLIA JH S.................A sst. S e c r e ta r y .
to make it
Thi3 noted Brandy is a pure distillation from the
the world to regulate the bowels, purify the blood,
ing a south-easter, and immediately wore round
and Ella Pressey, Averill, N Y for Providence.
grape and is equal to the finest Henneasy or Otard
E N TERTA IN IN G and EDUCATING,
The Methodist Sabbath school enjoyed a ride to remove costiveness and biliousness, aid digestion et.,PH
3w8
IL A D E L PH IA —A r 15th, »ch Almou Bird,
Brandies; for medicinal purposes it can be relied upon
and stood off. She lay off the Farrollones all Thomaston, last Saturday. They visited the pris and tone up the whole system ? Truth and honor D rinkwater,
A CT IV E and A BLE,
Boston.
i strictly pure.
V A RIED and ACCURATE,
night, and squared away about 4 o’clock the m orn. on and were shown many favors by the gentleman compels tts to answer, IIop Bitters, being pure,
FERN A N D IN A —A r 14th, sch Abbie Dunn, Foun
perfect and harmless. Ed. Sec another column. tain, Mayaguez.
SUBSTA N TIA L and SPRIG H TLY ,
of her arrival, getting into port about 10 A. M.
S p e e r’s S am b u c i W in e,
ly officials, for which many thanks are extended.
PO RT ROYAL, SO—Cld 12th, sch Cephas Starrett,
2w".
and
by
maintaining
its high moral tone, as a paper
Owing to the day lieing unpleasant there was
abbidge,
Fernandina.
Mrs. Geo. Harrim an has been very sick, bat is
pledged to publish nothing that does not either cor S 3
?
S
S
S
3
? celebrated for its beneficial qualities, highly esteemed
SA VANNAH—A r a t Tyhee, 15th,
Nothing is uglier than a crooked boot or shoe;
not a full attendance at the meeting of the Ladies’ some better at present. Dr. W alker of.Thomaston
TO ITS O RIG IN A L COLOR, rectly inform, or innocently entertain the reader, to
from Bull River for Baltimore, leaky.
straighten
them
with
Lyon’s
Heel
Stiffeners.
ninent
physicians, used in European and AmeriLibrary, called to meet yesterday at tlieirLibrary- is in attendance.
PROVIDENCE—A r 17th, N ed Sumter, Snow, New
L uxuriance and Beauty of keep it in 1SS0 what it has been from tlie first, a valued
iospitaia and by the first families ih Europe and
York.
visitor to thousands o f New England homes, and tlieir
room. The m eeting was adjourned to. meet on
America.
Y outh , by using
There is to be a large gathering of relatives and
M E D IC IN A L W IN E .
Sid 17th, sch Ella M W atts, W atts, Rockport to load
Wednesday afternoon of next week. A general friends at the residence of Geo. T. Sleeper to-night
Excellent for weak and debilitated persona, the aged
FAVORITE FAMILY NEWSPAPER.
Physicians from the New York Board of Health I ^ce ^or P ensac°Jaand infirm, Improving the appetite and benefitting.
B A IL E Y ’S F R E N C H
RICHMOND, VA—A r 15tb, sch Mary Langdon,
attendance is desired, as business of great impor (Thursday.) (Talking politics will be prohibited have visited the Vineyards and W ine Cellars of Alfred
ladies and children.
R E ST O R A T IV E
Speer, of New .Ter- ey, but twelve miles from New Mullen.
tance to the association is to be transacted. Do if more than two talk at once.)
SALEM—A r 16th, schs Speedwell, W hitten, Rock
ork city; he ia known to be one of tlie most extensive
PO W D ER S,
not forget the time of the meeting, and do not for
and dealers in Pure Medicinal W iues and land ; Caroline Knight. Dyer, from do for Newport.
A s a D iu re tic ,
Aoequodaois. producers
In port 18th, schs W illie Luce, from Camden for
Brandies in the United States. He makes a superior
get to attend.
nd Friday .
Port, known as Speer’s Port Grape W ine, which took Charleston; D H Ingraham , from Rockland for Provi
dence,
Dr. C. F. Malbon, D. I). S., who occupies dental A P P L E T O N .
tlie highest premium at the Centennial. It Is extensive,
braces all tlie features o f the American Traveller,
PENSACOLA—Ar
19th,
sch
J
8
Ingraham
,
Pack....................
malic affec
A tough North-east snow storm is the “ very ly prescribed by physicians ns the most reliable Port
above enuixcrated, with full report of telegraphic and
rooms in Levensalcr Block, is a graduate of the
ark. Havana.
tions.
for medf
tedicinal purposes. I t is sold by Druggists.
local news, and presents an admiruhly arranged bi
4?if* Prevents the H air from falling ont.
Philadelphia Dental College, and has proved to latest ” news.
W ILM IN G TO N —A r 16th, sch Mary E Vn Cleaf,
2w6
weekly record-o f passing events, both a t home and
< j-N o n e genuine unless the signature of •• A lfred
4
3
“
Cures
Humors
of
the
Scalp
and
Hair-eaters.
Thorndike,
Rockport,
Me
(and
cld
to
return).
Mr. Ansel N. Simmons, has sold his farm to
abroad, with timely and trenchant editorials thereon.
our citizens since his location in^Thomaston, that
S peer , Passaic, N . J .,” is over the cork of each bottle
4 3 “ Is elegantly perfumed and ngreeable to use.
The location of the Boston central office of the Ameri4 8 S 3 3
he is a skillful dentist, and has been very suc Camden parties, aud has bought the Evans place R ockland R eta il Prices C urrent.
ALFRED SPEER, Proprietor,
can Union Telegraph Company in tlie Traveller Build 8
--------P r ic e o n ly 3 5 C ents.-------F O R E IG N .
a t the village.
cessful in the practice o f his profession.
These prices are for the best articles, when n o t o th 
Sent b y mail, free of postage, to an y part o f tlie ing, affords the Traveller superior telegraphic facilities
Sid from Havana 9th, sch John S Ingraham, Pock
Mt. Prospect Vineyards, Passaic, New Je rse y .
United States o r Canada, on receipt o f 35 cents, by and enables.it to p resent the earliest reports on all mat
Mr. Benj Chaples had a very narrow escape a erwise specified or only one price given. F or large ard, Pensacoln.
Recent engagements of freight in San Francis
ters o f public interest from every part of the world.
quantities
prices
w
ill
be
a
shade
low
er.
Corrected
T.
B.
B
A
IL
E
Y
,
Milford,
Mass.,
or
any
o
f
hlaagenta.
London
5th,
Loretto
Fish,
Hodgman,
New
T he Semi-W eekly Boston Traveller will be found,
co, include ship Edward O’Brien, 1083 tons, wheat few days ago. He was in the act of drilling out a weekly.
Sold b y all druggists.
therefore, an excellent epitome of current affairs, for
charge in the lime quarry at N. Appleton, when it
to Cork, U*. K ., Havre or Antwerp, £2 12s 6d.
Rockland , Ja n . 22, 1880.
circulation throughout the country—authentic, relia
USE B A IL E Y ’S FRENCH COSMETIQUE.
FOR SALE BY DRUCCISTS.
d iffe re n t styles o f
SP O K E N .
Mrs Jane L. Rider, widow o f the late Thomas exploded, burning one leg of his pants and one
ble and carefully edited.
P roY iH ion a, F r u i t a n d P r o d u c e .
T he b e st H air Dressing In the world, □’rial bottles
J. Rider, residence on Wadsworth St., was attacked side of his vest nearly all off. He had on leather Apples F b b l........... 2.0052A0 S teak, lb......................12 Nov 20, lat 50 S, Ion 80 W , ship Alex McCallum, 25 cents. Lurge bottles only $1.00.
B R IS T O L
Masters, from Liverpool for San Fernando.
mittens,
but
could
not
hold
on
to
his
drill,
which
S U B S C r c i i r r i O P T RA lT E S :
U se B u c k lin o ’s l o n g B ranch B o u q u e t
with apoplexy, on Sunday evening, and died the
C o o k in g ,fp k ...........20325, S p a re -rib ,^ lb.............. 10
Dried, V lb..................... 638 Sausage lb...................12
took a sudden flight sky ward and landed some rods
next morning at 9 1-2 o ’clock.
Beans, Y EV bu .2.0032 25 Hams, tb......................15
AMERICAN TRAVELLER, ffKEKU.
Rev. C. P. Lyford of Bangor, will deliver the aw ay, my informant said about fifteen, but if you Beef, roasts, lb---- 12« 16 Poultry tb
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Steak
tb................. 15&20 Chickens, Spring,..........15
$1.50 a year, single copy.
5th lecture at the Methodist Church on Wednes think that is too mnch, you may reduce it a few
Corned, 4? tt»................ SfllO Turkeys................... ,16iil8
“ l a year in clubs of 5 am
inches.
A
few
blood-blisters
were
all
the
injuries
day evening Jan. 28th. Subject—“ Utah
Tongue, lb..................... 12 D ucks,............................. 15
for clubs o f te n ; two co^-----------his hands sustained. One leg was pretty well Beets, new,#* lb............. 02 G eese...................... a 12
W eekly for clubs o f 20; three copies free for clubs c
People and Institutions.”
For Hair and Whlsli».................22320 Fowl, V lb......................... 12
30; 5 copies free or the Daily Traveller one year r"
J filled with powder. Altogether it was a very nar Butter
,J d n » .ln r C E O . P . R O W E L L A C O .,
Cabbage, M>................,,03 P o ta to e s,..........................60 By
d u b s of 50 copies, postage included.
10 Spruce St., New York, can learn the exact cost of
V IN A L H A V E N .
row escape.
Cranberries Fbu..,...3.<M> P otatoes, new, W p k ...!8 any proposed line of A D V ERTISIN G in American
Capt. Arcy still flings his banner to the breezes,
tb...............12«16, Pickles, g al............40&50 Newepappw.
aubum color. Itcon100 -p a g e P a m p h le t, 1 0 cts.
Bilty’” Gorman the reformed drunkard, is an Cheese,
BOSTON
TRAVELLER,
SEMI-WEEKLY.
Eggs per doz......................25 Squashes, 4? tb .................4
bearing the name o f “ Gov.” Smith. I am in nounced to lecture a t the village this evenin g.
Lard, 4? tb...........................10 Tom atoes, fresli,& tb.........
tb................... Vs 11 per ca n ,...................10gl5
clined to think the Capt. is one o f the “ last
Outfit free. S haw & Co., A ugusta , M e .' 4w4
Mr. M. McNamara closed his singing school Lamb
Onions,
tb .................. 5 'T u rn ip s,^ tb.....................02
free for clubs of ten; two copies free or the Daily
ditchers.”
appllcaUon to effect
Annual Meeting o f the Stockholders ol
last evening.
C. S. D.
Pork, (clear) tb.............9IVeal, 4T tb................... SijlO 4 * 7 *7 *7 Y E A R and expenses to agents.Outfit Free __ IE
Its purposeonil wxshTraveller six months for a club o f 20; three copies
Atlantic Ship, W h a rf and Linie M anufacturing
After engaging in the walking match at your
Round H og, tflb............6<j7l Steak,............................ 15 T • • • A ddress
lng ts reqnired after
free for clubs of 30, or Daily Traveller for nine
P. O. VICKERY, Augusta, Me. Company, o f Rocklaud, will be held a t the office of
dyeing, as iu the case
m ouths; four copies for clubs o f 40, or Daily Travel
city, Messrs. Christopher Toole and James Young F R IE N D S H IP .
G r o c e r i c a .c i c .
the Sanford Steamship Company, in this city, on
of other dyes. It Is not
le
r
for
one
year,
postage
included.
T u e s d a y , G ie 2 7 th d a y o f J a n u a r y , 1 8 8 0 , a t
two separate articles
gave an exhibition walk at Granite Hall, on Satur
Sugar pe r tb
Last Sabbath evening the members of the Bap Coffee 4? tb
N otice o f Foreclosure.
9 o ’c lo c k , a . m . , for tlie choice of officers aud the
(as are most hair
R io ...........................I632O G rauulated,...................12
day evening. Our Jim is a good one when al tist Sabbath school gave a concert at the Baptist
o f such other business as may legally coi
dyeat. but a single
II EBE AS, LYDIA B. GROSS, of W arren, transaction
Roasted & gr. Rio 20g25 E x tra coffeecrushed..ll
combination; and ex
Per order.
lowed to “ go-as-you-please,” but/confine him to Church in the village. There was a large audience
BOhAND
WORTHINGTON
&
CO.,
County of Knox, and State of Maine, on the before them.
J a v a , ....................... 30g3S M uscovado,.................... 9
perienced wholesale
JO H N LO V EJO Y , Scc’y,
fourth day or September, A . D., 1874, by her deed of
the “ heel and toe ” process, “ Chris.” can then in attendance and the concert was highly satisfac Molasses V g a l............... Syrup, sugar-house..70g80
.
„
,
„
.
druggists, who have
Rockland, Dec. 10,1879.
7w2
H avana...................40g45 Maple per g a l........... 1.25 mortgage of that day, by her signed, scaled, acknowl
TRAVELLER
BUILDINGS.
handled all the various dyes, pronounce it t h e brut
outspeed him in a little or no time.
Kinde preparation for ciranging the color of the hair
P orto Rico,............60«<85 Tea, Japan, tb...frm20 to60 edged, delivered, and recorded in the Knox County
tory to all, many pronouncing it one of the best
"'VV'1.11133 evor he‘5“ brought to their notice.
♦
The Good Templars entertainment and levee ever held in the.town. The services consisted in New O rleans..............5O<j6o' Oolong, per tb... .25 <j 60 Registry of Deeds, vol. 3, page 406, mortgaged to
PRICE 50 CENTS. Satis faction guaranteed in every
K erosene, V gall2^20 E ng. B re a k fa st,........40,50 Thomas O’Brien, of Thomaston, County and State
ease, or the money refunded. Prepared only by G.
passed off quite successfully. The piano solos, singing, recitations and readings. The music was Oil,
Prunes, tb.............TfilO, Salt, 4” bu........................ 4o aforesaid, a certain lot of land bounded us follows:—
THOMPSON, Rocklaud. Me. Sold by all dealers.
recitals Ac., were finely rendered and highly en good, the recitations excellent and the readings of R a is in s ,^ 1-4 box........ 601(Sal rat us,.......................8310 Bounded W esterly by land of John A. Patterson;
Southerly by O yster River; Easterly by land of John
joyed. After the contents o f the tables were dis. a high order. A prayer in verse sung by Ellen
F l o u r , C o r n , M e a l .e t c .
A. Patterson, aud N ortherly by road leading from
posed of, a goodly company remained to partici Whitney, a little girl of seven or eight years, was Barley, per b a .................60iPearl B arley,..............8gl0 Thomaston to W arren village. The condition! of aaid
Buckw heat flour pe r tb..05| Rice, pr tb.................... 83IO mortgage having he«n broken, the Executor of the will
pate in the dance. Net receipts $35.
of the within named mortagee, claims to have the said
finely rendered. Several o f the recitations, by Cracked, w heat per fi>..06 j Middlings, p r lb ............
LETTER HEADS, POSTERS,
Again the “ big columns ” revolve. Their sur little girls were very nicely given. The proceeds Corn, per bu.............70 £73 Oats, pr bu................ A5gGO m ortgaic Rtrooteaed, and for that purpose give this
2E2
moving the bunch. I . — -------------- -- ----C orn meal, p r bu,..70<j~3iO atm eal,pr l b . ......... 5&10 police according to statutes provisions in such cases
Promptly printed a t th is office, 210 Main Street,groun
faces are sanded and polished, until Augustus can of the concert go to replenish the library.
trated circular giving potitive proof, ar id your
Flour, per b b l...6.003IO.OO1 Rye, pr b
u
. ,1.^0 made and provided.
floor. Orders by Mail promtly
Fine
Feed,
per
tb...........
1'ijS
h
o
rts,
pr
lb
.
1.ehold his face in them. It is then announced
J
.
C.
LEV
EN
SA
LER,
Executor.
Zenos Cook Esq., who has been Postmaster here
attended to.
Graham Flour, per tb .4<jo(Potash, lq«qa............... 10
nearert agent's address. K e n d a l l ’s: S p a v 
T hom aston January 19,1880.
3w8
in C a r e Is s o ld b y D r a g a i s ts , or
r. B. J. Ktndall ACo-, Enoiburg Falls, Ycr tnoct.

GOLD:

S P E C IA L N O T I C E S

BOSTON

T . E. T IB B E T T S ,

ON 3 0 CAYS’ TR IA L

L Y D IA E. P IN K H A M ’S

MARINE

$ 1 0 ,0 0 0 .
T

Insurance Com pany.

VEGETABLE COMPOUND,

Y O U I C ’S

CONSUMPTION

ACCOUNT C U R R EN T

GEORGE W. FRENGH,

STORE!

Auction Sale.

Thom aston, M e.

D E N T IS T R Y

S

C. H. EV A N S

C A N N E D GOODS

J. P. C 0W LFS , M . D.,

H. C. LEVENSALER, M ,D.;

A pples $2.25 per barrel.
Potatoes $1.50 per barrel.

PARSONS, BANGS & Go.

L ’r o s p e c t u s 1SSO .

THE AMERICAN TRAVELLER

3 2 3 MAIN STREET.

W E E K L Y ,

S P E E R ’S

Y O U N C ’S PORT CRAPE

O ld F e a tu r e s P r e s e r v e d !

Retail Store,

i

S am b u ci W in e s !

317 MAIN STREET.

M A R IN E R IS K S ONLY!

M A R IN E

Y O U N G ’S
FISH MARKET ’

-J O U R N A L .

317 Main Street corner Oak.

17 S t a t e

G5

W a ll

S tre e t.

S tre e t.

8

GRAY

H A IR

RESTORED

The Boston Semi-Weekly Traveller

B R ISTO L BOARD

CARD BOARD

A D V E R T IS E R S

M IS S B EE C H E R ’S
HAIR OR W HISKER DYE,

Atlantic Ship, W harf and Lime
M anufacturing Com pany.
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JOHN CARTER’S SIN.

ey and save my wife and children from dis
K m Ir o a d s A’ M e n n ib o a ls
grace, and myself from prison,"
"Y on shall have it," said John Carter.
Civil E n g in e e r and Land Surveyor,
It
nlmost
seemed
to
him
a
ray
of
heavenly
Maine C entral R ailroad.
Q uestions , suggestions, information, records of ex
R o c k la n d , M e.
From a Distinguished Physician.
John Carter was a Christian man by light, this chance to help another man, an
perience, notes or articles on any departm ent of flori
Without
Dosing—The
Better
Way
Draughting* o f all kinds done to order. Estimates
culture, ore cordially invited from all cultivators and profession, and in heart too, but he had other sinner!
C o m m e n c in g O ct. 1 3 , 1 8 7 9 .
of earth and stone excavations—highway bridges, ike.
“
I
don’t
ask
without
security;
I
have
0
singles
disease
has
entailed
more
suffering
or
hasbeen sorely tempted to a great sin; it does
Jp AASSENGER
S S E N G E R trains leave Bath at 11.10 a. m., after W ork out o f the city done promptly, and at satisfactory
. tened the breaking up of the constitution than
t and Dealer in _arrival of train leaving Rockland at 8.15
not matter to us what it was. In a state made out a mortgage on my house in----- th _Catarrh.
. .. .. __ rates.
The sense of smell, of taste, of sight, of hear
. Patent medicines. 331 Maiu fc
nectlng at Brunswick for Lewiston, Farmington, Auing, the human voice, the mind, one or more and some
of such despondence, such despair of life street. If I borrowed any where but at times
Office with Hurricane G ranite Company.
all yield to its destructive Influence. The poison it
T H E VERBEN A.
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Attorney and Counsellor at Law

M IL L IN E R Y .

C. G. M O FFIT T,

PRO V ISIO N S & GROCERIES

Life and Fire Insurance Agent.

SM A LL W ARES.

BERRY BROTHERS

TAILORS.

ATCHISON and KANSAS CITY,

THE WONDERFUL

E ffe c ts o f th e E x tr a c t of

SPAVIB, SPLINT,
C U R B , R IR G B O N E ,

HOMES IN THE WEST !

Without Spot , or Blemish

N ervous H eadache,N euralgia,
N ervousness,

:

OLD AND RELIABLE.

S te a m L y e H o u s e ,
Fancy

yeing Establishment.

J. P. WISE & SON

f

Magical Catarrh Expeller.

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

ForallthepnrposesofaFamilyPliysic

I

T

NOPATEMT NOPAY

C ITY B IL L POSTER.

J ob P rinting
Prompt and Neat, At this Office.

